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favourite .
Now we must wait in
patience, hoping to . hear of a successful
double—Stanley Baldwin and Cragadour!
*
*
*
By far the most pleasant thing which
has happened to us—excepting, of course,
receiving the splendid news of His
Majesty ' s recovery—was the visit of the
Duke of Gloucester last April . He
looked fit and well and was in good
spirits . His trip to Japan and back, via
Canada, is bound to be an interesting and
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enjoyable tour, and he seemed delighted
at the prospect . Yet had he been offered
the chance of cancelling his ambassadorial duties and remaining here to stew
in the heat with us, taking his turn on
the range and at Field Officer of the Day,
I make bold enough to say he would have
chosen the latter.
The Earl of Airlie was on His Royal
Highness's staff, and, as usual, took the
keenest interest in the Regiment and its
doings, searching out old friends and
seeing as much of the barracks as was
possible in the short time at his disposal.
The Duke's visit only lasted a day, but
His Royal Highness found time for a
visit to H .M . King Fuad, a game of polo,
a tour of the barracks, a visit to the
Sergeants ' Mess and dinner at the
Officers' Mess before he left by car for
Suez . It was unfortunate that owing to
an accident Major O ' Callaghan was unable to accompany His Excellency Lord
Lloyd to meet the Duke of Gloucester,
but he escaped from hospital with his arm
in a sling in order to have luncheon at
the Residency, whither all the officers of
the Regiment were invited.

I have no doubt that sufficient mention
of our first manoeuvres in Egypt will
appear elsewhere in this number . We are
at peace now, and glad of it . The thermometer has already climbed to 104 0 in
the shade and it is no sort of weather for
great activity . We get our range practices and stables over by 10 .45 a .m ., and
by that hour the unfortunates who have
had " spare " horses to groom are like
grease spots . Between 11 a .m . and
4 p .m . a period of siesta is observed,
during which only parades such as education take place . Most of us spend all our
available leisure swimming . There is a
garrison swimming bath in Abbassia, but
at Heliopolis and Ezbekia Gardens are
two splendid baths, both of which are
well worth the journey . Soon the
change-of-air camps at Alexandria will
be opened, and then our swimmers will
know what bathing really is . Unfortunately, after one has known the delights
of bathing in the blue and very buoyant
waters of the Mediterranean one is spoiled
for any other .

We have plenty of trumpeters without
using the columns of the GAZETTE but,
for the sake of those at home, we must
mention the inspections of the Regiment
by General Strickland and Brigadier
Howard Vyse . On each parade the
inspecting officer expressed himself as
more than satisfied—in fact, we hung our
heads and blushed like brides at their
praises . After manoeuvres, also, we
received whatever is the direct opposite
to that well-known military fruit—a
raspberry .
*
*
*
Several Old Tenth have visited Egypt
during the winter . We were delighted to
see Lord Ednam and Lord Bellew, who
passed through Cairo on their way south,
and Col . Reggie Chaplain and Capt.
Ralph Peto, who made a long stay and
with whom we enjoyed several good
games of polo and numerous parties.
Talking of parties, Capt . Donner's promotion dinner at Shepheard's was one of
the liveliest of the season, although of
the bachelor variety . Major Horne also
gave one, at which we wined and danced
until close on daylight . There are a
great many parties all through the winter,
and on more than one occasion it was
necessary to change from dress clothes
to khaki without the conventional interval
for " feet up ." Fortunately there are
pauses in even the most skilfully fought
battles, and we were occasionally able to
steal forty winks in the sand.
Mr . Miller has departed in solitary
state to the Sudan to shoot lions . We
have had no word from him, but he is
never very communicative . The only
report we have is that he was seen walking somewhere a couple of hundred miles
south of somewhere else some time ago.
We were relieved to he able to deduce
from this that there has so far been no
decision in the lion's favour . We shall
be more relieved still when we see his
slim and sprightly figure hack in barracks . (The orderly officers and those
waiting to go on leave show the most
marked anxiety about his welfare ! ) . We
hope he'll bring back a whole " pride "
of lions (yes, I believe that's the correct
term) ; he fully deserves to .
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BEFORE THE BATTLE.

A WELL-EARNED REST .
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LATE NEWS.

We are sorry to hear (just as we go to
print) that the Duke of Gloucester has
had an accident whilst playing polo in
Vancouver, but we sincerely hope that by
the time our readers are reading this, he
will be quite well again .
C . K . D.
*

WASHING AWAY THE DUST.

BAKER PASHA.
VALENTINE BAKER,
C OLONEL
born in 1827, was a younger brother
of Sir Samuel Baker, whose explorations
in Egypt gained for him the gold medal
of the Royal Geographical Society and a
similar reward from the Paris Geographical Society.
After being educated at Gloucester and
in Ceylon, Valentine Baker aided his
brother Samuel to found the agricultural
settlement of Niwara Eliya .

In 1848, whilst in Ceylon, he joined the
Ceylon Rifles as ensign.
Four years later he transferred to the
10th Hussars, but after six months he left
the Regiment on transfer to the 12th
Lancers, in which regiment he went
through the Kaffir War of 18 5 2 -53 .
From Africa the 12th Lancers were
moved to India, and in 1855 were sent to
the Crimea . During this war Captain
Baker, as he was then, was present at the
battle of Traktir and at the fall of
Sebastopol.
When peace was declared the 12th
Lancers returned to India, whereupon
Captain Baker re-transferred back to the
10th Hussars.
Two years later he became Major, and
the following year succeeded to the
command of the Regiment.
10th Colonel Baker commanded the
Hussars from 186o to 1873.
During this time the 10th Hussars again
had the honour of a Prince of Wales
assuming the position of its full Colonel,
and it was by the encouragement and
assistance of His Royal Highness that the
career of Colonel Baker proved to be one
of the most illustrious ones in the
Regiment.
In 1863, Colonel Baker, after visiting
the Austrian Army, brought out a system
of non-pivot drill as applicable to the
British cavalry . Colonel Baker, after
obtaining official sanction to carry out
this drill in place of that laid down in the
Regulations, introduced it into the 10th.
It was widely discussed in military circles,
but in the Regiment there were no dissenting voices, for the simplicity of the
drill, the reduction in the number of
movements to be made, the greater
rapidity of execution, and the ease in
leading, presented such great advantages
over the old system.
In 1868 this drill was brought more
prominently forward, but later in the
year was abolished, and the old system
was again adopted . But a few years
later the 10th Hussars had the satisfaction of seeing the non-pivot system
embodied in the Cavalry Regulations and
made the established drill of the service.
In 1866 Colonel Baker introduced into
the Regiment the Regimental Call, which
was taken from the opening movement in
the " Song of the Huguenot Soldiers, "
from the opera of " The Huguenots ."
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He also initiated the custom of the playing of two hymns by the band every
evening between the first and last post,
followed by the National Anthem.
The Tenth were in Ireland during this
time, and among other important employments Colonel Baker was placed in command of a flying column operating
against the Fenians . Colonel Baker
received the highest commendation for
the way in which he commanded this
column.
In the German Wars of 1866 and 1870
he was present with the German Armies
as a spectator,
The 10th Hussars, having returned to
England, took part in the series of
manoeuvres on a large scale which took
place in 1869, 1870, 1871 and 1872.
thes His direction of operations during
manoeuvres earned for Colonel Baker
well-deserved praise, and his tactics and
strategy were never forgotten by those
who served under him or opposed him.
It was during one of these manoeuvres
that a party of the 10th Hussars were
encamped in Bushey Park and each tent
displayed a flag of the Regimental
colours, which in those days were blue
and yellow . In front of the Officers'
Mess was a large flag on a high flagstaff.
This display of bunting caused widespread and pleasing comments on its
usefulness in the brightening of the otherwise drab-looking tents . Very soon other
regiments followed suit, until now at the
present time each troop or platoon, company or squadron, battalion or regiment,
has its own distinguishing flags.
It was in 1871, during Colonel Baker ' s
period of command, that the purchase
system for officers was abolished, and
an enforced retirement for age was
introduced.
In March, 187 3, Colonel Baker left the
Regiment and went on half-pay.
During the whole period of command
he had given very particular attention to
the training of the Regiment in the
detached duties which were so especially
the role of cavalry in the wars before the
Great War of 1914-18, the 10th Hussars
often receiving special praise for the
energetic and intelligent manner in which
all ranks performed their duties.
The 10th Hussars were also remarkable
in that they had a better class of horses
than other units . In those days the

Commanding Officer used to purchase the
remounts for the Regiment and Colonel
Baker always made a point in selecting
horses with as much breeding as possible,
preferring to depend upon blood for hard
continuous work rather than upon size
and imposing appearance.
The soundness of his judgment was
proved by the way in which the Tenth's
horses sustained very severe exertions
for many days without at all deteriorating
in any way.
On leaving the 10th Hussars he started
on a journey through Khorassan, and
although he was unable to reach Khiva he
gained a great deal of political, geographical and military information,
especially concerning the advance of the
Russians in Central Asia.
The information gained on this journey
was published in the book Clouds in the
East," written by Colonel Baker, which
attracted a great deal of notice at the
time.
In 1874 he was back in England and
was appointed Assistant QuartermasterGeneral at Aldershot, but the following
year he left the Army.
Two years later, having in the meantime left England, he took service with
the Sultan of Turkey in the war against
the Russians.
He was given the rank of MajorGeneral, and during the retreat of
Suleiman Pasha showed his brilliant
leadership in the rearguard action covering this retreat . This rearguard action of
Tashkessan against the troops of Gourko
will always remain as a model of a rearguard engagement scientifically, stubbornly and successfully fought . For this
great action he was promoted Ferik
(Lieutenant-General) . After peace was
declared he was employed in an administrative post in Armenia.
In 1882 he was offered the command of
the newly formed Egyptian Army, but on
his arrival in Cairo to take over this command, the offer was withdrawn and he
only obtained command of the Egyptian
Police.
When the Sudan War broke out in 1884
and the rebels continued to gain success
after success, General Baker was sent to
relieve Tokar . Although he realized the
hopelessness of his position, his high
sense of duty made him obey orders, and
he set out with a force of about 3,500
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men, some of whom had had little or no
training and most of them unwilling to
fight.
With this unreliable force he encountered the enemy under Osman Digna at
El-Teb and was hopelessly beaten, and it
was only by his skilful handling that the
whole force was not annihilated.
When the relieving force under Sir
Gerald Graham arrived, General Baker
became Chief of the Intelligence Department and in this capacity served with the
British Army at the Batle of El-Teb,
where, although he was severely
wounded, he 'refused to leave the field
whilst his services were necessary.
After the engagement he immediately
rode over to the 10th Hussars, who, with
the 19th Hussars, had taken part in the
battle, to inquire how they had fared.
It was a remarkable coincidence that
General Valentine Baker's old regiment,
the 10th Hussars, was amongst the
troops who had avenged his defeat at
El-Teb, and it shows how greatly he
loved his regiment when, although
wounded and tired, his first thoughts were
to inquire how it had fared in the battle.
He remained in command of the
Egyptian Police until his death in 1887.
Valentine Baker had all the tastes and
qualifications which are necessary for a
man to distinguish himself as a soldier
and to impress his influence on others.
He was a good sportsman and a bold and
determined rider.
He was able to invest the dry details of
drill with the highest interest, and it was
considered amongst the Tenth's officer ' s
that a Colonel ' s field day was as good as a
day's hunting . It was impossible to be
in his company without being impressed
with the clearness and vigour of his mind,
and his manner of expressing himself.
Generous, brave and kindhearted, he left
a reputation in the 10th Hussars which
will never be forgotten—" the man on
the old white horse ."
He was the author of many strong
hooks, chief amongst which were " OurNational Defences (1860)," " War in
Bulgaria, " " A Narrative of Personal
Experience, " and " Clouds in the East . "
In 1888 a fund was raised by the British
Army to perpetuate the memory of

General Valentine Baker, by presenting a
sum of money to the Gordon Boys' Home
and erecting a tablet in the church at
Cairo .
A .S.

REMINISCENCES OF FIFTY
YEARS AGO.
(Continued from page 145, March No .)
ON THE LINE OF MARCH TO
LUCKNOW.
IN this way we proceeded day after day
until we reached Man-Mir, where we
came to a halt for some days . The
Regiment was to take part with many
others—mounted and dismounted, British
and native units—in a wonderful Durbar
in honour of the Viceroy of India (the
Marquis of Ripon) . This Durbar included the presence of many native Princes,
with their retinues and extraordinarily
adorned and bejewelled elephants . The
general effect of the brilliant uniforms,
decorations and accoutrements of the
officers, the presence of a large number
of beautifully dressed ladies, the review
and march past of the troops, and reception of native Princes, all under perfect
conditions, made the Durbar the most
magnificent and spectacular event
throughout the Empire.
From Mian-Mir the remainder of the
journey to Lucknow was unexpectedly
altered by orders making it one by rail
instead of by road . We arrived at our
destination some time in the latter part
of November, 1880 . This is the capital
city of Oudh, and in and about it are
many most interesting remarks of association with the Mutiny, which most sad
and bravely-borne trouble occurred
twenty-three years before our being stationed there . The native quarter of the city
is very extensive, and, like all others of its
kind, dreadfully crowded and smelly ; but
the residential portion and cantonments of
the Europeans, some three miles east of
the native city, are in very pleasant surroundings . There are broad avenues,
spacious bungalows, big gardens perfectly laid out and displaying a wealth
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of colour, and many of the thoroughfares
are shaded by very handsome trees.
English life is faithfully set up with
special stress on the sporting side, and so
you can see from a troop bungalow
clear across the race-course and polo
ground . No doubt golf is much in
favour, although there was no trace of it
then any more than of wireless or aviation . I think I may safely say that the
Regiment as a whole had a good time at
Lucknow . We had, by reason of climate
more than anything else, a number of
deaths, but they were individual cases
arising from enteric or other fever, heat
apoplexy and so on, rather than any visitation of cholera or other scourge taking
a number at a time.
As regards the heat at Lucknow, I
have found a Christmas Day there to be
about equal to a lovely August day in
England . At times, the saying that
there is only a sheet of tissue paper
between it and " another place " is perhaps not very much of an exaggeration.
The nights are beautiful and the light of
moon and stars such that without any
other it is quite easy to read print or one ' s
letters from home . At such times I
often thought the perfection of enjoyment after the day was to get a grass
arm-chair in a corner of a compound
(garden), and, with a steady draw
at " friend pipe, " listen to the string
band of the Tenth playing during
dinner at the Officers' Mess.
Under the command of Lieut .-Colonel
H . A . Wood, C .B ., the efficiency of the
Regiment was most scrupulously maintained in every particular . Though distinctly a martinet, he was a just one and
greatly attached to the Regiment . His
nickname among the troops was
" Rammy ." I never knew just why, but
suppose it may have been that he was
very tall and thin, and penetrating . He
certainly was the last, for I have known
him on a parade of the Regiment in line,
when from a considerable distance in
front he would detect the slightest movement of any individual in the rank . He
arb would instantly put his white
" Maidan " at top pace to where the
offender was, and leaning well over the
horse's head, with a glare and his
moustache sticking out, would say,
" Take that bad's dame, SergeantBajor ."

In the hottest weather the mounted
parades would be known as Adjutant ' s
drill . The Earl of Airlie, on the way
back to troop bungalows and breakfast,
made the Regiment—troop after troop, in
line—clear a fairly good wall jump.
These drills took place very early in the
morning, and breakfast and stables being
over, there was an order, during a certain portion of the year, that the men
remain in their respective bungalows until
evening stable parade . But there were
other and cooler periods when foot
parades were possible even in the afternoons, with swords and carbines . These
also were under the most energetic of
Adjutants—his Lordship.
At this time came the discontinuance of
white jackets and overalls, which were
replaced by khaki . Personally I liked
the former very much and admired the
appearance of the Regiment so clothed,
for the " Dhobis '' did the work very
well, delivering the articles perfectly
white and starched.
I know that I have often thought how
fine was the appearance of the Regiment
when on parade, with the gilt buttons
fixed ; the tight-fitting overalls properly
chained under the hollow of the wellpolished Wellington boots ; the sabretache and the pipeclayed slings and
brightly burnished sword ; white helmet
and puggaree ; the whitened shoulderbelt with gilt buckle and patent leather
pouch ; all producing that beautiful
finished effect which gained for the
Regiment the nickname of " The
Shiners . "
(To be continued.

MEDALS.

It may be of some interest to past and
present members of the Regiment to
know that we have started a collection of
medals of Old Comrades . At present
this collection, which is kept in the
Officers ' Mess, is very small, but it is
hoped to considerably augment same in
the near future . The collection now
comprises the following :
LIEUT .-COI . .
SIR JOHN
MILBANKE,
BART .,
V .C . (on loan) .—Victoria
Cross ; Queen's African Medal (six
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bars) ; King's African Medal (two
bars) ; 1914-15 Star ; General Service
and Victory Medals ; King Edward
VII Coronation Medal.
SERGT . W . BURTON.—Military G .S.
(three bars—Vittoria, Orthes, Toulouse ; Waterloo Medal.
SERGT .-MAJOR W . J . MCCULLY .—Egypt
(one bar—El Teb Tamaai) ; Khedive
Star, 1884 : Long Service and Good
Conduct.
SERGT . MAJOR WINGHAM —Crimea (one
bar) ; Turkish Crimea ; Meritorious
Service (Victorian).
LIEuT . J . PERCY SMITH .—Ghuznee
(1839) ; Crimea (one bar—Sebastopol ).
PTE . P . LOFTUS .—Afghanistan (one
bar—Ali Musjid).
PTE . J . ORFORD .—Queen's South
Afri-can (three bars).
SERGT . T . HUTCHINS .—Regimental
Medal presented as a mark of esteem
by brother N .C .Os.
PTE . T . RODGERS . — Queen's South
African (six bars).
PTE . F . C . THARRATT .—D .C .M.
(Saunas Post) ; Queen's South African (four bars) ; King's South
African (two bars).
A thing I should like to point out is the
scarcity of 10th Hussar medals for sale
on the market, which is very creditable.
We got in touch with two of the largest
firms in England that deal in medals,
Messrs . Baldwins and Son and Spinks,
and found that they had less Old Tenth
medals for sale than any other regiment.
This means that either someone else is
collecting them or that our past comrades or families take a pride in them and
save them from the sale room.
Medal collecting is a very fascinating
hobby, and a book well worth reading on
this subject is " Men Whose Fathers
Were Men," published by Messrs.
Baldwins, of Duncannon Street, Charing
Cross . London . Reading this book will
give you some idea of what the men went
through to win them, and also the sentimental value put on them by collectors.
If any Old Comrades know of medals
-won by past members of the Regiment
:that are for sale, it would be greatly
:appreciated if they would get in touch
with the Hon . Secretary, THE N ROYAL
HUSSARS GAZETTE .
S . NV .

first round of the Subalterns' Cup
T HE
was played on February 18th . We
drew with the Royals, and, after a poor
game, were beaten 9 goals to 1 . This
was rather disappointing, as in the
Country Salts Tournament the subalterns'
team had shown quite promising form.
The team was :
Dawnay, No . 1 ; Hignett, No . 2;
Harvey, No . 3 ; Archer-Shee, back.
In the final, against the 12th Lancers,
the Royals were easily beaten.
In the Open Cup the Twelfth again had
the luck of the draw, having a walk-over,
while we drew our old opponents, the
Royals . This gave us the opportunity of
avenging our narrow defeat in the InterRegimental . The match was played on
March 1st, on No . 1 ground, and we won
comfortably by 7 goals to The teams
lined up as follows :
Royals .—R . B . Moseley, No . 1 ; Capt.
Wilson, No . 2 ; Col . Miles, No . 3 ; Capt.
Casey, back.
10th Royal Hussars . — Harvey, No, 1 ;
Richardson, No . 2 ; Gairdner, No . 3:
Horne, back.
1st Chukker . — The Royals had rather
the best of the exchanges, and scored one
goal.
2nd Chukker . -- The game was pretty
even, and Gairdner shot a good goal with
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a back-hander under his pony's tail.
Score, I—I.
3rd Chukker .—The game opened up a
bit more, and was faster, and we had much
the best of the play, Harvey and Gairdner
scoring goals . Score, 3 I.
4th Chukker . The Royals appeared to
get a bit rattled, and we galloped right
away from them, Richardson scoring two
goals and Gairdner one. Score, 6—i.
5th and 6th Chukkers .
Were pretty
even, each side scoring a goal, and we
eventually rode off winners by 7 goals
to 2.
This was a good galloping game, and
our ponies seemed faster and quicker on
the ball than the Royals . Unfortunately,
there were several casualities among
them, and things did not look too bright
for the final against the Twelfth, who, of
course, had been able to keep their ponies
fresh.
The final was played on March 4th, and
the teams were as follow : —
12th
Lancers .—W . G. Carr, No . I;
Major J . W. Hornby, No . 2 ; F.
Arkwright, No . 3 ; Col . Charrington,
back.
10th Royal' Hussars . — Harvey, No . I ;
Richardson, No . 2 ; Gairdner, No . 3;
Horne, back.
The first four chukkers were pretty
even, the score at the end of the fourth
being 2—I in favour of the Twelfth, but
the game did not open up, and was not
nearly as fast as against the Royals . In
the fifth chukker the Twelfth had much
the best of the exchanges, and scored four
goals . The last chukker was more even,
the Twelfth scoring one goal, and
eventually winning by 7—I.
The score is rather misleading, as it
would appear that the Twelfth had rather
a walk over, but this was not the case:
and when one considers that Richardson
was without his two best ponies, Harvey
playing a lame one, and Horne having to
play Fuzee three chukkers, it is not surprising that we were a bit out-ponied.
In the King's Cup (a competition between the winners of the Open Cup and a
selected team) Horne and Gairdner played
with Col . Miles and Casey, of the Royals,
against the 12th Lancers . The Twelfth
were beaten by five goals to four, after
extra time .

We ended up the Cairo season by
winning the Yousry Cup, a four-chukker
tournament limited to a handicap of eight.
The strongest team we had to meet was
the 12th Lancers in the second round, and
we beat them by 4 to 3~ . The semi-final
was against a scratch team, which we teat
easily by I2—0 . In the final we heat a
team of the Royals by lo goals to 1,
which was a very satisfactory ending.
The team was : —
C . B . Harvey, No . I ; D . Dawnay,
No . 2 ; Capt. Gairdner, No . 3 ; Major
Horne, back.

LETTERS ON POLO.
11.-PONIES

AND THEIR
PREPARATION.
PONIES are half the battle . Training
polo ponies is a long process and,
however good ponies may be, there are
few that cannot be improved. The
initial training takes at least a year . and,
in my opinion, nothing under a second
season pony can be fit for an interregimental tournament, and nothing
under a third season pony fit for an
international contest.
We will assume that you have eighteen
ponies selected for your team . That gives
four for each player and two spare for
the team . Of each player's four ponies
there may he one favourite star, two good
ponies and one doubtful one . The stars
are stars by temperament rather than by
training or conformation . They will, no
doubt, have reasonably good conformation
and pace, and have been well trained in
the first instance, so that they have good
balance and mouths . But it is their
temperaments, their courage and wish to
do their best, and their love of the game
that make them stars . You cannot tell
these things by looking at them, it is only
by playing them in a fast game that you
can realise them . I remember among
my stars one little short-backed South
African pony . If you touched his
mouth when getting on his back he
would buck you off . But if you let the
reins loose on his neck he would walk
slowly on to the middle of the ground
swinging his high-carried head from side
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to side, bidding defiance to his despised
enemies . As soon as the game started
his delight was to jump sideways into his
enemy and knock him out of his stride.
He would then, quick as a flash, start
looking out for his next opponent . He
fairly loved it.
Other stars I remember, short-backed
or long as a boat, big or little . There is
no rule about conformation . If you say
that you like a small, short-backed, blood
pony, you will not be wrong ; but you
may miss a star if you never buy a big,
long-backed pony, because you may miss
the temperament which makes the star.
Your few stars do not need much
schooling, they only need training and
feeding and producing as big, as fit, and
as full of themselves as possible on the
day of the contest.
Then there are the good ponies.
Quite good ponies and well trained, but
this one does not start quite quickly
enough, that one turns quicker to the left
than to the right, the other does not stop
quickly enough and yet another is not
perfectly staunch in riding off . For them
the school, not too much of it, but
intensified training while it lasts . I think
that twenty minutes a day is as much
schooling as any pony requires, provided
that he is sufficiently exercised and played
in addition.
As with the players, we should make up
our minds what the pony is had at, and
work away to improve that one point till
we have it on a level with his good points .
He will then be a good reliable pony, and
if he does not act like the star, of his own
will and initiative, he will at all events do
everything that we ask him to the best of
his ability, and in perfect obedience.
In considering our fourth pony we may
have a choice of one who is fast, but does
not stop well, or one that is slow but
handy . In such cases choose the latter,
because he will not let you in so badly as
the former, who may make it impossible
to be in your place w hen wanted, and thus
an opportunity may be missed and a match
lost.
In playing practice games, as soon as
you find that there is anything not quite
right about the pony, do not go on without rectifying it . It may be set right by
some slight alteration in the bitting,
but is more likely to be set right by

retraining . Anyhow, diagnose it, make
pony up your mind what it is that the
does wrong, and set to work methodically
and patiently to cure it . You are sure
thus to improve matters.
Lastly, there is the question of getting
the ponies fit . In England the fault
usually is that the ponies are too fresh.
They are fed on the best of forage, and
get too little exercise.
The consequence is that they are
rounding their backs and pulling for the
first five minutes, and out of wind and
five leaning on your hand for the next
minutes, and you hate them, although
they may really be quite good ponies.
For such, the remedy is at least three
hours ' walking and trotting daily, with
twenty minutes sharp schooling in
addition . As with men, so with horses.
In India the forage is indifferent and the
climate trying, and the problem is to get
them big . Ponies require a very varied
amount of work ; an hour's exercise may
suffice for some, whilst others may require
a full three hours.
Either in England or India, ponies at
exercise tend to lose their balance.
Therefore, a close eye should be kept on
the riding of the grooms or syces, and
the duffers and heavy-handed should be
taught to ride properly without putting
any weight on the reins . The ponies
should be daily schooled by the owner or
an expert to restore the balance thus
deteriorated.
I hope I have written enough to show
my readers that polo is not merely a
pastime for the rich . Success is clue to
forethought, method and hard work,
rather than to the power of the purse,
though money well spent may make
things easier, as in all mundane affairs.
A WORD TO THE YOUNG GENERATION.

The modern young Britisher has a
better seat in a motor car than on a
horse, and he likes it better ; old players
retire and we are short of recruits.
" Why all this rush?" I asked myself
when I returned from the war and saw
the Londoners motoring out to the
country and the country men motoring
into London for week-ends . What are
they in such a hurry for, what are they
going to do at their journey ' s end? A
few of the more desperate are going to
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play golf, which I deem a selfish, albeit
a skilled game . It is an excuse for mild
exercise to engender a thirst and appetite.
The remainder are merely going out to
eat and drink without any exercise, chat
to their friends and return home, no
better than they started.
Scrap your expensive car, your
chauffeur and your tax, my young friends.
Buy a couple of old ponies and a few polo
sticks . In doing so you can scrap your
doctor also . If it takes you five years to
learn polo, at fifty you will be a schoolboy
in heart and limb, whilst your motoring
contemporary will be nothing but a full
bodied club bore waiting for his ailments
to carry him to his grave . And no one
will miss him .
JOHN VAUGHAN.

NAMES OF TENTH ROYAL
HUSSARS MISSING
AS ENGRAVED ON THE MENIN
GATE, YPRES.
March 23rd, 1929.
S .S .M . Keats, J . A.
SERGEANTS.
Dicks, J . H .
Lurcott, E.
Gilmore, G . B . D . Strudwick, H.
Keeley, A .
CORPORALS.

Bayston, A .
Joel, E . P.
Chamberlain, B . C . Nepean, H.
Haddington, S .
Pollikett, E . J.
LANCE-CORPORALS.

Beckwith, A . W . A . Murray . A.
Fennell, C .
Pattle, L.
Guyver, G .
Prouse, G . S.
Hollister, F . L .
Scales, H.
Johnson, H .
Smith, F.
Mason, T . F .
Treasure, \V . E.
Masters, A . E .
Twining, \V.
TROOPERS.

Adams, G.
Armstrong, A . W.
Battye, A . E.
Bloomer, A . R.
Buckley, H.
Carratt, C .

Chadwick, W.
Chatten, C.
Cobb, A . J.
Colic, P.
Cooper, J.
Devlin, P .

Draper, \V.
Faithful, L.
Fewster, W.
Fletcher, F . H.
Francis, F.
Gomersall, E.
Hall, \V.
Henwood, W.
Hepburn, C.
Hillyard, W . A.
Hoile, S . A . C.
Hope, T.
Kimmens, \V . I?.
Macbride, A.
Morris, E.
Reeves, E.

Rose, W.
Rowntree, \V.
Sage, S.
Senior, B.
Sheppard, H . J
Smeaton, F . J.
Smith, H . J.
Sole, T . C.
Starkey, T . G.
Tattersall, R.
Tonks . J . H.
Walker, A.
Wallace W . D.
Wareham, J . S.
Worboys, C . \V .

[We shall be very pleased to receive
notification of any errors in the above
list and to add any names that may have
been omitted .—EDITOR .]

MANOEUVRES.

TO BE READ WITH BIBLICAL
TONE.
the Mighty One saith : Go all ye
A ND
to the mountains and hills, to the
streams and to the valleys, to the desolate places and to the Cities that are forsaken, and dwell ye thereto . And it
thenceforth came to pass that we
sojourned in the land of Helwan and ElShurafa . And behold, there were very
many in open valley : and lo, they were
hungry and thirsty from their journey.
And a power-that-be saith unto the CookSergeant : Son of man, prepare for thy
men even a great feast upon the Desert
of Israel, that they may eat flesh of
mighty oxen and drink the . blood of the
beasts of the earth : And the CookSergeant spake unto the men, saying:
Assemble yourselves and come ; gather
yourselv es on every side to the feast that
I do prepare upon the desert : and they
came unto the Cooker . And after they
had heartily partaken thereof there
cometh one, Tusk-Shaleth, a second time
to partake . And the Cook-Sergeant said
unto him : Why comest thou the second
time? And he was ashamed . And it
came to pass that the Cook-Sergeant took
him before the Mighty One bareheaded:
and the Mighty One spake unto him with
wrath, saying : Thou with the appetite of
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a million, why Oliver Twisteth thou?
And Tusk-Shaleth was an-humbled before
the Mighty One, saying : I only visited
my kinsman Macabeus, 0 lord : and the
Mighty One forgaveth him and smote
him not . And all was well.
And it came to pass that the cattle
were restless and the Chancellor became
fidgety and he said unto his sergeant : Why
feedeth thou not the flock? Why
draweth thou not the Berseem? And the
Sergeant answereth, saying : Because, 0
lord, the unexpired portion of to-day
should have been brought thither, and
that which I draweth at Sundown is for
the morrow . And the Chancellor spake
unto his sergeant, saying : Go, draw
thou the Berseem straightway, or my
fury shall arise up in my nostrils : And
he draweth the Berseem.
And all was well.
And spake one leader of a tribe unto
the Berseem Sergeant : How cometh it
that the Berseem be wet ? And he was
ashamed and spake not.
And in the day of the new moon it
came to pass that when the flock was
telled four asses were deficient therefrom.
And the Chancellor spake unto the
Transport Sergeant, saying : Why scattereth thou thy flock? And he
answereth, saying : A company of evildoers hath enclosed me and remaineth in
my tribe : And the Chancellor saith : Go
ye, speak unto thy people that thou
mayest know the whereabouts of thine
asses . But he still speaketh unto the
Chancellor . And the Chancellor did say:
Chew not thou the fat, but speak unto
thy tribe : And he did speak unto his
tribe : Yea, as a ravening and a roaring
lion spake he unto them : and their hearts
became like wax and their bowels turned
to water . Saith he : Know ye where
dwellest your asses ? And they answered
unto him, saying : They have gone to
seek fresh Berseem : And he saith : Let
them be filled therewith and vomit it:
And they thereupon cast lots and went
out to seek the asses . And there came
forth a multitude of counsellors : And it
came to pass that the asses were restored.
And all was well.
And when the sun was up the heavens
were angry and caused a sandstorm to
sweep over these people of the desert,
and they were sore distressed . Then the
people did hide themselves in caves, and

in raiment, and in holds and in pits . And
they lifted up their voices in lamentation
unto the Mighty One, saying : Why
bringeth thou us from the land of our
fathers, where the maidens are comely to
look upon and the wine is red? And it
came to pass that. the storm passed over.
And all was well.
And it came to pass that the day came
for these people to depart and journey to
the land from whence they were come.
Howbeit, not the PAY Offendies . They
remaineth to cleanse the land . And the
Chancellor spaketh unto them, saying:
This land that was desolate shall be
cleansed, whereas it was a desolation in
the sight of all that pass by : And
spaketh one Offendie unto himself : This
land that was desolate is to become like
the Garden of Eden . And the land was
duly cleansed . And the people wendeth
their way home . And all was well.
" In all labour there is profit ; desire
accomplished is sweet to the soul ."

TENNIS.
ERY few entries were sent in for the
V Cairo Individual Tournament . This
was primarily due to the scarcity of
courts in the barracks, and the consequent lack of practice . R .S .M.
Vokins and S .S .M . Rusbridge did quite
well in the Other Ranks' Doubles, and all
our competitors gained valuable experience under tournament conditions.
Capt . Gairdner was, unfortunately,
absent, or we might have had a strong
doubles pair.
The Sergeants' Mess League has just
commenced, and the Command Championships take place next month.
SWIMMING AND WATER POLO.
Everyone seems to be very keen on
swimming and water polo, and certainly
the climate is ideal for these sports.
We are now concentrating on building
up polo and relay teams in the Regiment.
L ./Cpl . Randall (late 15th/19th Hussars)
and Sergt . Buck are doing valuable work
in this line, and both are fine swimmers
and polo players .
The raw material is
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shaping very well, and already there is a
very marked improvement all round . If
everyone continues to practice with the
same keenness and zest, it will not be long
before we can hold our own with the Lest
teams in the Command.
Swimming and water polo are splendid
sports . They call for physical fitness and
stamina to a marked degree, and also
demand a high standard of skill . I hope
that the keenness in the Regiment will
continue, and that our teams will have
good luck .
CRICKET.
The cricket out here is great fun, and,
despite a shortage of grounds, there are
plenty of games.
The Regimental team has already played
a good many matches, and, although we
have only won one match to date, on the
whole we have not done too badly.
Up to the present the batting has been
our weak point . There are only three or
four in the side who are good for runs,
and when these fail the scorer does not
have much to do . I'm afraid it is the old
story of the cross bat . It is true that w e
are not yet quite used to the matting
wicket, but this makes it more imperative
not to hit with a cross bat . A good
bowler out here makes the ball come
quickly from the matting, and, thus, the
ball must be carefully watched and played
with a straight bat.
Our bowlers have done very well indeed, and the matting suits them well.
S .S .M . Rusbridge and Bdsn . Forward
have bowled consistently well, and have
both done some fine performances . Our
change bowlers have been quite effective,
and a side has yet to make 200 against
us . The fielding has been quite good, but
there is room for improvement, particularly in the throwing-in.
\Ve were beaten in the first round of the
Command Cup by the R .H .A ., after a
good game, in which the interest was
maintained almost to the end . Once
again our batting let us down, and with
the exception of Major Horne and S .S .M.
Rusbridge, was very poor . Set to make
just over 200 in the last innings, we
.,
collapsed rather badly . The R.H.A
however, were a very good side, and we
did well to get them out so cheaply .
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The Inter-Troop Tournament was won
by the Band, and we offer them hearty
congratulations
.
"A3 " put up a very
plucky fight in the final and, but for a
dropped catch, might have made the Band
" play '' a very different tune.
Result of matches :
REGIMENTAL INTER-TROOP KNOCK-our
CRICKET COMPETITION.
" A1 " v . Administration and Signals .—" Ai "
75 : Administration and Signals, 94.
.A2 " " C2 ."—" A2 " 113 (Tpr . Haynes 58
not out) ; " C2 ." io8 (Tpr . Snelling 23, Cpl . Frisby
21).
,
" C3 . .—:,
. M.G.i "
M .G .,," 57 : " C3," 1 35
(L ./Cpl . Hale A5).
Band v . " C4."-Band, 92 (Sergt . Sharples 32,
Cpl . McNeill 28) ; " CA " 75.
.A3 " v " Cl ."—" A3 " 8i (L ./Cpl . Watkins
48 not out) : " Cl," 46 (L ./Cpl . Divers 27).
Administration and Signals z'. " C3 "—" C3 "
scratched to Administration and Signals.
V
.A4 . " — " A3 ." 63 for four wickets:
" A4.
.A3
. "9 . "
" .A2 " z' . Band .—" A2, " 28 (Bdsn . Forward five
wkts . for 13 runs, Cpl . McNeill five wkts . for
runs) : Band, 1i7 for seven wkts . (L ./Cpl . Nel 37).
.-Administration and Signals v . Band .—Administration and Signals, 98 (S .S .M . Rusbridge 36);
Band, 135 (Bdsn . Forward 38, Cpl . McNeill 25,
Rusbridge six wkts . for 32 runs).
Band v' . " .A3 „ (final) .—Band, 144 (Cpl . McNeill
6o, Sergt . Sharples 41, L ./Cpl . Burchett five wkts.
for 28 runs) : " A3,” 168 (Tpr . Dodkin 25, Tpr.
Poole 23, L ./Cpl . Burchett 20, Bdsn . Forward six
wkts . for 5t).

REGIMENTAL ATHLETIC
MEETING.
The
Regimental
Athletic Meeting
was
10th held on the Slade Ground on April
and 11th, 1929, and proved a huge
success . Two clays of keen competition,
with each squadron doing its utmost to
score points, especially those that counted
towards the Old Comrades ' Cup.
The first day of the meeting was given
over to preliminary heats, and . some
interesting struggles were witnessed.
The next day all the finals took place, and
the keen rivalry shown between squadrons
proved how desperately in earnest everyone was to put their squadron at the top
of the list.
The high jump was a very good contest
between the first three, each man clearing
4 ft . l0 in . At 4 ft . 11 in . Poole dropped
out, leaving Cpl . Cobb and Tpr . Goodwin
to continue the struggle . Tpr . Goodwin
found 4 ft . II
in, was a little too much

i6
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for him, thus leaving first place to Cpl.
Cobb, who cleared this height, but only
after three attempts.
Fourteen competitors started in the
Three Miles Race, but after the first mile
only three remained . These three plodded
on, and a good many thought that Tpr.
Weston would manage to " pip " Tpr.
Roberts on the last lap, but .evidently
Weston was not as fit as one thought, and
could not manage the last spurt which
everyone expected to see him do . Tpr.
Turton, who had doggedly kept on the

start and, sprinting like a world's recordbreaker, won the race in fine style.
The Ladies' Race was expected to produce some thrills, but Mrs . Standing,
taking the lead from the start, maintained
it until the end, and romped home the
winner.
The prizes were presented by Mrs.
Richardson at the conclusion of a very
enjoyable meeting.
The results of all the events were as
follow : —

LADIES' RACE.
Left to Right .—MRS . STANDING (in white), MISS

heels of Roberts, tried hard to beat him
in the spurt to the tape, but Roberts was
not to be caught napping and spurted just
a little faster, reaching the winning post
first, with Turton second and Weston
third.
The Veterans' Race did not call forth
many of the " old 'uns," many such as
Jock " Young, " Tam " Goatcher,
Frankie " Mason and " Jack " Haynes
being amongst the non-runners . Competitors were allowed one yard start for
each year of their age over thirty years.
Farr .-Sergt . Lewsley received the best

SMITH, MRS . DAY.

*ioo Yards .—I, Tpr . Gleave, " A " ; 2 . Bdsn.
Mayger, " H .Q ." ; 3, Tpr . Hicks, " A ."
*8oo Yards .—I, Cpl . Cobb, " A " ; 2, L ./Cpl.
Smith, " A " ; 3, Tpr . Roberts, " C ."
*220 Yards .—I, Tpr . Gleave, " A
2, Bdsn .
Mayger, " H .Q ." ; 3, L ./Cpl . Dowlman, " A "
*Long Jump .—1, L ./Cpl . Nei, " H .Q ." (18 ft.
i in .) ; 2, L ./Cpl . Wilson, " C " ; 3, Bdsn . Brumfitt, " H .Q .'
*High Jump .—I, Cpl . Cobb, " A " (4 ft . I i in .) ;
2, Tpr . Goodwin, " H .Q ." ; 3, Tpr . Poole . " A ."
*440 Yards .—I, Tpr . Gleave, " A " ; 2, L ./Cpl.
Smith, " A " ; 3, Tpr . Meenan, " A ."
*Tug-of-War.—I, " M .G ." Squadron ; 2, " H .Q ."
Wing.
Putting the Shot.—i, Tpr . Marshall, " M .G . "
(2 1" ft . lo in .) ; 2, Tpr . Mason, " H Q "
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*One Mile.—i, Tpr . Mottram, " C " ; 2, Tpr.
Roberts, " C " ; 3, Tpr . Weston, " M .G ."
Veterans'
Race .—1,
Farr ./Sergt .
Lewsley,
" M .G ." ; 2, Sergt . Daniels " M .G ." ; 3, S .S .M.
Rusbridge," H .Q ."
Sack Race .—I, Tpr . Burrows, " M .G ." : 2, Farr.
Mace, " M .G ."
*Inter-Squadron Relay .-1 . " A " Squadron ; 2,
" H .Q ." Wing . Winning team :—220 yards, Tpr.
Gleave : 220 yards, Tpr . Hicks ; 440 yards, L ./Cpl.
Smith : 88o yards, Cpl . Cobb.
* 120 Yards Hurdles .—1, Tpr . Gleave, " A " ; 2,
Tpr . Rodwell, " C " : 3, Tpr . Meenan, " A ."
Three-mile Track .—1, Tpr . Roberts, " C " : 2,
Tpr . Turton, " H .Q ." : 3, Tpr . Weston, "M .G ."
Open Relay .—Royal Corps of Signals.
* Denotes events for which points are awarded
towards the Old Comrades' Cup, the final awards
being as follows :
A " Squadron, 29.
. . H .Q ." Wing, 17.
" M .G ." Squadron, 1o.
" C " Squadron, 9.

,

BILLIARDS.
A Regimental Billiard Tournament was
held on the Sergeants' Mess table for the
purpose of choosing a team to represent
the Regiment in the Command Billiard
Championships.
Sergt . Clifton won this tournament by
ten games to one, and this player also
reached the final in the Command
Sergeants' Mess Individual Tournament,
where he met Sergt . Jarman, the crack
player, and was beaten.
The Regimental team reached the semifinal of the Command Championship, but
were beaten by 10 points by the R .A .O .C .,
who were beaten in the final by the South
Wales Borderers, in which team Sergt.
Jarman plays.

A NEW COMPLAINT.
M .O . " What's wrong with you, my
man?"
SOLDIER : " I seem to have floating
visions before my eyes, sir ."
M .O . : " Yes, you may have, but you
don ' t go home on this boat . M . and D . "
C. K . D .
UNUSUAL OCCURRENCES.

The Cook Sergeant rides an Army bike.
The Farrier Major drinks a port.
The Saddler Sergeant buys two
cigarettes .
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OBITUARY.
IN the December, 1928, number,
page 129,
we gave an
account of Mr . Alfred Templeman, an old 10th Hussar, whom
we now regret to announce has
passed away . He was buried at
Hounslow with full military
honours, the 17th/21st Lancers
providing the band.
*
*
*
We also regret to have to
announce the deaths of Mr.
Johnson, of Fulham, and Mr.
George Gibbons, steward of the
' Garrison Mess Club, Shorncliffe,
both10th old Comrades of the
Hussars.

THE ACTIVITIES OF " A "
SQUADRON.
appear to have all the strong, silent
W Emen
in "A" Squadron at present,
which may be all right from a soldiering
point of view, but does not suit the
Editor of the GAZETTE . Our quarterly
contribution is always rendered after
many pow-wows, and we are afraid that
our attempts to tell the world are not all
we would wish . If only we can manage
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to get an American advertisement writer
in our next draft from home, his natural
verbosity will help to erase that worried
look from many a brow on quarter day.
Since our last letter we have taken part
in Brigade Training and Command
Manoeuvres, and now that that strenuous
time is over we hope to enjoy a little
leisure during the sweltering summer
months.
The manoeuvres, under entirely new
conditions to us, proved quite interesting,
but we often wonder if we prefer the mud .
of " Old Blighty " to the discomforts of
sandstorms and being continually covered
in dust.
On the commencement of manoeuvres
we moved to Helouan, this place being
the so-called Harrogate of Egypt . where
we stayed the night and then moved on
to El Shurafa, and proceeded -to bivouac.
The country around El Shurafa is
different to what we have been accustomed to, and some very interesting
schemes were carried out.
A new experience to us was the camel
transport, with some of the " Shiners
mounted on donkeys as escorts . The
camel transport brought up water in
tanks, which, needless to say, was very
scarce . It was a case of sharing a cupful
of water, already about ten deep, to go
through the motions of having a wash,
but it can be safely said that the donkey
escort were quite content to give up their
" trusty steeds " in lieu of the moke . and
quite enjoyed the sheik business . It was
here we had our first experience of a real
sandstorm, which lasted about five hours.
One must admit that the men and horses
stuck it very well.
The Regimental Sports were held shortly
after our return to barracks, and we did
exceptionally well, keeping up our reputation as a sporting squadron . A full list
of prize winners will be found in the
Sports Notes, and it will be seen that we
carried off most of the events . Tprs.
Gleave, Hicks, Meenan and Cpl . Cobb
won the Inter-Squadron Relay, and
bagged a few more points for the Old
Comrades ' Cup . In the Troop Cricket
Cup the 3rd Troop had very hard lines,
and were beaten by the Band, whom we
take this opportunity of congratulating.
We managed to beat " C " Battery,
R .H .A ., in the second round of the Command Small Units Cup, and in the first

match of the Regimental Inter-Squadron
League we beat " C " Squadron by four
wickets.
Swimming has now come into the limelight as one of our chief sports . In the
friendly water polo matches we have
beaten " C " Squadron 2-I and " M .G .''
Squadron
I, and also managed to beat
both these squadrons in the relay.
Needless to say we live in hopes of also
winning the inter-squadron matches.
In the Squadron 32 men have passed
the swimming test, and we expect to
have more pass in the near future.
We fired our annual musketry course,
and, considering the new conditions and
the number of young soldiers in the
Squadron, we have done quite well,
the result being 55 marksmen and 36 firstclass shots out of 107 exercised.
In conclusion, we all wish Sergt . Bodill
and Tpr . Gleave, who returned to
England by H .T . Neuralia
on May 2nd,
every success in their new regiment . We
very much regret losing them.

CONCERNING
"C" SQUADRON .
H E extreme brevity of our remarks in
T HE
previous issues of the GAZETTE has
been noticed and unfavourably commented
upon . " Why," squeal the Squadron
Authorities, " should we be reticent anent
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our doings? Short bursts from the
Machine Gun Squadron (sic) are not too
short to fill up two pages, so pull up your
rotten socks, you slacker ! Away with
false modesty ! " or words to that effect.
So, having given our writing muscles
a preliminary canter by grooming six
horses, we array ourselves very simply in
a bath towel, order a dozen of iced
pilsener, and so to work, shuddering at
the bare idea . (The pun is unintentional . )
Owing to the sun's confounded activity,
we now live, when not at stables, on the
verandahs, the exterior of the Squadron

right and proper in the
swas
enior
squadron, we collared most of the events
which demanded staying-power . Tpr.
Roberts obtained a substitute to serve the
sergeants with beer, and romped home
first in the Three Miles, a feat which was
successfully emulated by Tpr . Mottram in
the One Mile . Roberts then doubled up
by taking a second in the 440 Yards,
Rodwell gave us a second in the Hurdles,
and Wilson filched, from "A, " a second in
the Long Jump, all of which goes to
prove that the sun and sand have not yet
sapped our physical fitness.

IN CAMP, EL SHURAFA.

Block looking somewhat like a Dublin
tenement house . The rooms, never very
luxurious, are now like family vaults.
Our exodus must have surprised Bertie
the bug, for he hasn't yet followed us out,
and we seldom now experience that burning sensation at the hack of the neck
which precedes a massed attack . Therefore, we sprawl happily under our nets,
having nothing to fear but the mosquitoes
which hover around and gaze hungrily
clown at our nourishing nudity.
Speaking of nudity recalls to mind a
certain M .G . sergeant, which, in turn,
brings us to the Regimental Sports . As

Apropos to fitness, we beg to place on
record the fact that we have, at present,
the fittest squadron of horses extant for
some miles around.
" Stables " has always been a parade
not to be treated with flippancy, but now
we go up even as devotees to a shrine,
with bowed heads and bated breath.
Consultations are held over every horse,
and the decision regarding his diet for
the day is solemnly declared and made
known . But we really think that the end
has justified the means.
Of late our daily routine has invariably
included a parade for the fitting of drill .
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We wish we could understand the native
language of the tailor, his remarks in the
vernacular would be most diverting.
Anyhow, since we have no opportunity of
getting fat, only the wasting of the
individual can spoil the fit of our jackets.
One spot of excitement have we had.
Just recently the " powers that be "
issued a decree to the effect that natives
employed in Mess Rooms should not sell,
or offer for sale, eggs to the troops.
Into the breach bravely stepped
Messrs . the N .A .A .F .I .—but fixed a price
which did not meet the approval of the
lads . Then followed as neat a bit of
boycotting as one could wish . After
three days the N .A .A .F .I . hauled down
the Jolly Roger, to the unbounded satisfaction of the boycotters . Thus ended
the Battle of the Egg.
At present we are in the throes of our
annual musketry spasm, more about which
will appear in our next . Meanwhile, as
we bathe our blistered feet after plodding
from the ranges, we murmer " Roll on
our fortnight ' s Change of Air . ' ''
R . T . M.

SHORT BURSTS FROM THE
MACHINE GUN
SQUADRON.
reviewing the past three months,
with the exception of the Command
Manoeuvres, life appears to be assuming
a more peaceful and tranquil aspect.
When the last notes went to press we
were preparing for and looking forward
to our first manoeuvres in Egypt . Contrary to expectations, they were much less
strenuous than we had anticipated, turning out to be more like divisional training
than manoeuvres.
On the Thursday prior to proceeding
on manoeuvres the Brigadier made his
annual inspection of the Regiment and
expressed himself as very satisfied with
all he saw . He addressed the Regiment
at the conclusion of the dismountedparade, and his words of praise made
everyone feel proud to be a 10th Hussar.
Sunday, March 10th, saw us leave barracks for manoeuvres, marching via the
desert to Maadi, watering there, and then
proceeding by the main road to Helwan,

where we bivouacked with the remainder
of the Brigade for the night . Early next
morning we continued our march to ElShurafa, a distance of about seven miles;
this we did very comfortably . On arriving at El-Shurafa we put ground lines
down and prepared to make ourselves as
comfortable as possible . This was easier
said than done, as a more cheerless spot
would be difficult to imagine . One side
of the camp was bordered by two native
graveyards and a filthy Bedouin village,
whilst the other three looked out on to
the desert—altogether not a spot one
could recommend as a health resort with
refreshing scenery . The biggest drawback of a cavalryman in camp was also
present—that of having a long way to go
to water . The water troughs were situated at the other side of the aforementioned village, so that every time we
went there we drank to the full of that
glorious Eastern scent so often read
about . Anyone who volunteered to go
to water either had a cold or some really
unpleasant fatigue to dodge . If that
scent could only be bottled it would certainly serve as effective propaganda to
deter some of the skeikh-struck girls
from leaving home, for whatever the
ingredients, romance is not one of them.
However, as is usual with the British
soldier, everyone did plenty of grousing
and proceeded to make themselves as
comfortable as possible . Strange how a
soldier gets so unhappy if he has nothing
to crib about, but it always has been so
and probably always will be . The sole
tentage in the camp consisted of three
bell tents and one marquee . The latter
belonged to the Sergeants' Mess, and
with the name " McEwan " in large letters on the roof provided the only bright
spot on an otherwise dry landscape.
We stayed at El-Shurafa until Friday
morning, the 15th, taking part in the
meantime in Command Exercises—the
first, on Tuesday, being a delaying action
scheme against the infantry . This was
not a particularly strenuous exercise, the
Regiment arriving hack in camp about
2 p .m . The other was a night scheme on
Wednesday and Thursday, and turned out
to he much easier than was expected.
We left camp about midnight and arrived
hack about 8 a .m . On Thursday we
experienced the worst sandstorm since
our arrival in Egypt . It commenced
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suddenly about 4 .30 in the afternoon and
kept . on until late at night, and during
this time it was useless attempting to do
anything except put on a gas mask and
wait for peace to reign once more . Unfortunately it commenced just before tea,
and the extra ration thus provided was
not greatly appreciated . However, in
spite of several complaints of sand in the
supper soup, there was no lack of starters
in the race for the " buksheesh ."
During manoeuvres several of the
Squadron were attached to the R .A .S .C.
as camel convoy escort, and were
mounted on diminutive donkeys . They
visited us for rations whilst at ElShurafa, and caused not a little amusement when they came mounted on their
willing (or unwilling, as was often the
case) steeds . Needless to say they also
drew forth some caustic and witty
remarks from the troops, which were
usually replied to with equal fervour and
wit . It is unnecessary to say that the
remarks of neither side would stand repetition in such a respectable journal as the
Regimental Gazette.
On Friday we fought our way back to
Helwan, and so anxious was everyone to
say good-bye to dear old El-Shurafa that
had we been opposed by the whole
German Army of 1914 the odds are that
we would have gone clean through them.
At one stage of the battle we actually
went through our friendly enemy, but an
umpire decided against the move, made
us retire and wait until our lust for battle
had cooled . 'However, we were not to
be denied, and the camp at Helwan fell
into our possession about 1 p .m . This
camp is not one could call the Riviera of
Egypt, but to us on this day it appeared
more welcome than Deane Park did in
those days of halfa decade ago.
We marched back to Abbassia on
Saturday, March 16th, and with the
exception of encountering a very
treacherous main road between Halwan
and Maadi, the ride was uneventful.
Quite a few had falls on the road, but
fortunately no injuries were sustained.
In view of the very short period available for completing the training of the
first-year gunners before the Annual
Course, elementary training was recommenced the week after our return from
Manoeuvres . At the time of going to
press we shall be looking forward to as
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successful a course as that of last year.
From accounts received from the sabre
squadrons, who have just completed their
Annual Rifle Course, conditions of light,
etc ., make shooting much more difficult
here than at home.
In the realm of sport we have not been
tasting die sweets of success . However,
if we lack the stars to pull us through we
certainly have whole teams of triers,
which is a great thing . In the SmallUnits Competition we met a very strong
team in the 39th Company R .A .S .C.
The Squadron batted first and were all
out for the small total of 49, the downfall
being caused chiefly by one very good
bowler . The " Commos " then went in
and made 16o, and although we were
defeated at 5o the team fielded with as
good heart at the end as that which they
had started with . It certainly shows that
the right spirit exists, and, although
defeated, thanks to those eleven we were
not disgraced.
At the Regimental Sports, held on
April 12th and 13th, we had a fair
measure of success . In the team events
we won the tug-of-war without losing a
pull . We congratulate all our entries,
and particularly those who finished in
the running . L ./Cpl . Marshall deserves
special mention for putting up a good
all-round performance . Some of the
younger blood showed great promise and
should meet with more success next
year.
The sport of the moment is swimming,
the weather in Egypt being ideal for this
form of exercise . Quite a number of
the Squadron have learnt to swim since
the season commenced, and are now
making rapid strides . At a swimming
test held the other day 36 out of 40
passed . Progression in' water polo is
being made, slowly it is true, as it is a
sport which hitherto has not been played.
We have played one match up to the
present, this with "A " Squadron, when
they beat us 6-1 . As our team had
been in the water an hour before the
match commenced, "A" were too fresh
for us and were much the better team on
the day ' s play.
Mr . Miller is still away in the wilds,
killing off all the lions, etc ., which are
fortunate enough to cross his path in the
Sudan . No news has been received
from him since he departed nearly three

months ago, but we hope to see him in
about a fortnight's time and hear thrilling
accounts of a very interesting leave.
Congratulations to L ./Cpls . Marshall
and Hall (no relation to the late great
criminal lawyer) on their appointments to
the giddy heights . We wish them every
success and hope that the baton has not
yet fallen out of their haversack.
We heartily congratulate Capt . Davy
on his success in passing his examinations for Major, and we hope that in the
near future we shall have the opportunity
of congratulating him on having gained
his " crown .' .

_FLUTTERS FROM "H .Q ."
WING.
HEN we first accepted the post of

W Scribe for " H .O ." Wing, little did

we think of the trials that would beset us.
F'rinstance, on the last occasion we
penned our " Flutters, "
we were
surrounded by oil stoves and wind screens .

ROLL UP FOR YOUR STEW!

to keep away the cooling breezes, but,
going from had to worse, we are beginning to wish that we had encouraged
these same cooling breezes to linger a
little longer, lest we stiffer from the same
complaint as some of our fair brethren
who evidently think that, to be beautiful,
one must be " dark," and to reach that
exalted stage have, seemingly, been
through a course of " mild incineration ."
Still, some gentlemen prefer " brunettes "
instead of " blondes," so we will not
lose any caste by remaining in the water
at Heliopolis, instead of parading our
forms " A la Lido ."
Our history of the past three months,
although not of the " paint the town
red " type, has been far from stagnation . The Training Season is
practically over, and, barring the Annual
Musketry Course, the trials and tribulations, usually met with in England,
recede into the dim distance, and we are
looking
forward
to
a fortnight's
recuperation at Alexandria.
It is a long time ago since the " Wing "
held a sports meeting, and we really
thought that such a meeting, if held,
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"DIGGING OUT ."

would seriously disarrange cur Squadron
Office, but, thanks to internal arrangements, everything went off with a swing.
Although no hidden talent was
discovered, the times for the various
races, and other details, associated with
athletics, were well up to standard.
After the Squadron Sports came the
Regimental Athletic Meeting
. Much
will, probably, he said elsewhere
regarding this, therefore it is not necessary
for us to say anything further, but merely
to point out that the " Wing " was well
to the fore, and had Tpr . Gleave left for
home at an earlier date, no doubt we
should have gained more points for the
Old Comrades' Cup than we did . We
must congratulate Bdsn . Mayger on his
running in the Relay Race, wherein he
gained much ground in a very determined.
but fruitless effort to overhaul his man.
There exists, somewhere in the depths
of the " Wing," an article which is commonly called a " Spur ." This spur is
awarded for the best " howler," and the
honour of being holder of the coveted
decoration for the ensuing quarter falls
upon our old friend " Topper " for the
following :
At a recent Marching Order Parade the
transport were being inspected by our

S .S .M . Suddenly his eagle eye spotted
something amiss . " Where's your feed
bags, B
?" " Didn ' t think I wanted
'em, sir," was the reply, " I've got a
couple of sandwiches in me haversack ."
F . G . B . S.

THE LATEST BOOKS.
" Me

and my Mules ." By Sergt.

Haines.
" Sardines, and the Soldier's Health . "
By Sergt . Young.
" Berseem, its Growth, and Values ."
By Sergt . Garcia.
Recollections of Famous Crimes . "
By Sergt . Bishop.
" Credits, and their Accumulation . "
By Sergt . Clifton.
" First Aid, Splints, Sprains, and
Strains ." By Sergt . Sharples.
" Egypt, and , its Prospects for the
Soldier ." By Sergt . Mathews.
" Chicken Rearing', as a Paying
Hobby ." By S .Q .M .S . Goatcher.
" The Mystery of the hidden Billiard
Balls ." By R .Q .M .S . Mason .
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BAND NOTES.
REGARDLESS of all things, time
goeth its course and, before we have
time to realize it, our three months' rest
is over, and again we take up the pen to
describe our activities to those who
thirsteth for news.
Our first performance, this year, took
place at the Y .M .C .A . The programme
was well received, and individual
instrumentalists received commendations
from the Secretary . Since then our engagments have been varied and numerous .
Early in the year it was decided that we
should wear white uniforms, consisting of
white jackets, overalls, Wellington boots,
spurs and red hats . We wonder who
prompted the bootmaker to remark (sotto
voce), " It's not boots you want, it ' s
boats ." However . before many days had
passed, and, after much altering, during
which period of waiting a certain
" Digger " was to be seen strutting round
the Band Room, clad in a pair of spotless
overalls, his feet encased in new
Wellington's, inquiring of all and sundry
" How's this for George III ?" we donned
our summer attire, and were thankful to
our Band President for such material
comfort.
At the recent Sports Meeting of Headquarter Wing, we had the satisfaction of
taking quite a fair share of the prizes,

obtaining three firsts and five seconds.
In the Annual Regimental Sports Meeting
L ./Cpl . Nel won the Long Jump with
18 ft . 3 in ., and Bdsn . Mayger was second
in the 10o and 220 Yards.
In the Troop Cricket Competition (first
round) we met " C4 " and had quite a
struggle before we managed to beat them.
Tptr . March was a great asset to the
losers, scoring 28 runs and taking six
wickets for 23 runs . In the next round
we battled with " A2, " which we won
fairly comfortably . In this match, the
only man to reach double figures for
"A2" was Sergt . Prince, who managed to
get 10 runs out of a total of 27 . Our
bowlers had a day on, Cpl . McNeill taking
5 wickets for 10 runs, and Forward ;
wickets for 17 runs . L ./Cpl . Nel had a
merry knock, scoring 37 . As the match
was actually over before tea, it was
decided to let "A2 " have another innings.
Here we discovered new bowling talent,
which was as pleasing as surprising.
Bdsn . Hutchings taking 3 wickets for 4
runs, and Bandmaster Roberts 7 wickets
for 3 runs, which included a " hat trick ."
We met our old friends " H.Q . ''
Remainder in the semi-final, and we knew
that, to survive and so win to the final,
was no easy task . Our captain won the
toss and chose to bat first . The first
wicket produced 17 runs, ere Cpl . Nel sent
one into the hands of R .S .M . Vokins.
Then came Forward, to be joined later by
Cpl . McNeill . These two knocked up a
bright 5o before being separated . We
finished our innings with a score of 135.
The first five wickets of our opponents fell
for 30 runs, but they managed to reach
the total of 98, S .S .M . Rusbridge scoring
36 . Forward again bowled well, taking
5 wickets for 48 runs.
The final was played on the White
House ground . "A3," winning the toss.
put us in to bat . We started off badly.
losing 4 wickets for 36 runs . It was
left to Cpl . McNeill and Sergt . Sharples
to pile up the score . These two scored
over a century between them . Our final
score stood at 144 . " A3 " went in to
bat, and they batted very well, their score
for the first three wickets being 76 . From
this stage they started on a decline, and
their final score was 108, so once again
we are in possession of the Troop Cup for
another twelve months .
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Another first prize, which we should
like to mention, was won by L ./Cpl.
Eames at the recent Exhibition of Arts
held at the Church of England Institute.
The Exhibition was open to all ranks of
the British Army in Egypt, and our entrant submitted a drawing entitled, " The
Sphinx and Pyramids ." He won the
premier award in his first attempt.
Now that the Regiment has embarked
on water polo, it has been proposed that
the Band should raise a team . This
should not he a very difficult problem, as
the Band harbour quite a few decent
swimmers . We are fortunate in haying
the services of L ./Cpl. Randall, who
played for the Army in Egypt all last
season . Our Band-Sergeant, who has
represented the Regiment at practically
every sport, is taking charge, and soon
we hope that, should there be anything
doing in the water polo line, we shall be in
the "swim."
Our Boys have played one cricket match
against the Boys of the Gloucestershire
Regiment . They lost, but better luck
next time.
We regret to say that we have lost
the services of three good bandsmen—
Bdsn . Brumfitt on - compassionate
grounds, and the twins, H . Mayger and
J . Mayger, who purchased their discharge . We wish the three of them the
best of luck .
F . C . B.
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Put The Court assembled pursuant to
order,'
Then, Evidence—Witness one ' (in the
border).
` Number 887453
Sergt . Smith, R .A .V .C.,
States . ' Put down your pens.
Now, Sergeant, give us your evidence . "
Clearing his throat as a sergeant should
With features stern as carved in wood
In Martial tones (the windows quivered)
Sergt . Smith these words delivered.
" On the fifth, eleven, '29,
Between ten p .m . and half-past nine
After inspecting the soldiers ' suppers
I found Albemarle in the starboard
scuppers.
I said Fasten your collar, put on your
hat,
No soldier can be sick like that .'
He said, " It's gorn. Oh let me be!
In 'arf an ' our I ' ll ' ave died at sea! '"

THE FINDING OF THE
COURT.
MAJOR BLOOD and Captain Ember,
with Mr . Bullet (junior member),
Two orderlies and Sergt . Wise
(W hose job , it was to swat the flies) ,
Assembled at hours eight, ought, ought
At Buildings ' II to form a Court.
Their duty was to investigate
How the cap of No . 9928
Trooper Albemarle d'Arcy, B .,
Had been irrevocably lost at sea.
If by neglect or an act of God
They were to find, said General Todd.
Briskly Major Blood dictated:
" Fill in our names as herein stated .

In 'arf an 'our I'll 'ave died at sea!
After the Sergeant came Corporal Mars,
NO . 923 of the Pink Hussars.
Then Driver Sloane of the R .H.A.,
Who saw the cap on the fatal day:
And Private Webb of the K .R.Rs.
Who confirmed the story of Corporal
Mars.
Then, the Squadron Storeman, Trooper
Tissue,
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Who vouched for the cap's official issue.
Then Trooper But and Trooper Bight
Who slept on Albemarle's left and right
And knew the cap . They'd used it oft
For guard because their own were soft.
They didn ' t know, they couldn ' t say
Whether ' twas blown or thrown away.
They were running a game of " House "
that day
And were deeply absorbed in the tricky
play.
Then Sergeant Iron, R .A .O .C .,
Vouched for its vintage as ' 23:
Described its pattern and Government
mark,
The width of the peak and texture, dark.
Finally Albemarle d'Arcy, B .,
Told of a stormy day at sea.
How it was lost, he couldn ' t tell,
He'd been indisposed and far from well.
It may have been blown away, he said,
Or been pinched by a pal as he lay half
dead . . .
1st
.Author : " I'm done! No . not
another verse .
2nd Author : " I ' ll carry on . Mine can ' t
be worse
I"

Major Blood, with sad expression
Listened to Albemarle's confession,
His tender smile and kindly eye
Encouraged the truth at expense of the
lie.
So Alb . continued : " I couldn't stick
Ration meat fat and a half-inch thick.
It happened quicker than you can think,
The ship gave a heave and seemed to
sink,
So did my stomach—the world went
round
There was my cap upon the ground!
The worst occurred into this receptacle.
Can you imagine the horrid spectacle?"
Sorrowfully murmured the poor young
chap,
" I'd gone and ruined my lovely cap . ..
The Major was moved ; he bowed his
head.
He winced at each word the young man
said.
To hear of discomfort aboard a boat
Made a horrible lump rise in his throat.
But duty is duty : so this fine chap
Said : "Albemarle, what (lid you do with
the cap?"
Said he : " Ere suffering brought on
sleep,

I committed the thing to the angry deep.
I know quite well I hadn't ought ter,
But it needed more than soap and water
To make it fit for a soldier ' s head
Even though the poor bloke were dead ."
Major Blood and Captain Ember
Paled . So did the junior member.
" No, no," said Blood, " You didn't
ought
But we are human in this Court.
We'll not go down to the club to-day;
The money thus saved will go to pay
For a nice new, hard, green service cap,
I ' m glad to have met such a splendid
chap . . ."
1st Author : " If hat, chap ' and ' cap '
again!"
2nd Author : " Well, it's better than
' evidence ' and ' pens .'"

A . S.

"LEST WE FORGET."
EXTRACTS FROM LIEUT .-COL . WHITMORE ' S
" HISTORY OF THE TENTH ROYAL HUSSARS
DURING THE EUROPEAN WAR, 1914-1915 . "
THE BATTLE OF MONCHY LE PREUX, 1917.
(Continued from p . 169, March .No.

senior non-commissioned
M ANY
officers had already been killed or
wounded . S .S .M . Langdon and Sergt.
Harding were killed, S .S .M . Rawson,
Sergts . Bradley, Simkins, Goodwin.
Harwood and Robinson were wounded.
At about noon enemy shell and
machine-gun tire increased to such an
extent that it appeared to indicate a
probable counter-attack, and many of our
machine guns and automatic rifles were
put out of action . The employment of
abandoned Lewis guns, two of which
were found, became necessary.
Great difficulty' was experienced in
removing the led horses when it became
apparent that a further advance was
impossible.
This difficulty was due, in the first place,
to casualities already caused which
blocked the roads, and, secondly, to the
fact that so large a number of horses of
so many units were seeking the same
shelter outside the village, thus attracting
the fire of the enemy's artillery .
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On one occasion the enemy massed in
the small copses, 1,000 yards N .E . of the
village . Communication was difficult, and
artillery support hard to obtain, but no
serious attempt at counter-attack
followed.
Throughout the day shelling was heavy,
which rendered the work of consolidating
the position difficult . This difficulty was
further accentuated by the heavy state of
the ground, and by the fact that a large
number of tool packs had been destroyed.
Men of the 111th and 112th Infantry
Brigades were detailed for the purpose
of conveying the wounded to the dressing
stations which had been established, one
at the Chateau by the Medical Officer of
the 10th Royal Hussars, Capt . Wood, and
the other at the N .W . exit of the village
by the Medical Officer of the Essex
Yeomanry, Capt . Stork . Most of the
officers had by now been wounded, and
information had been received to the
effect that Brig .-General C . Bulkeley
Johnson, A .D .C ., Commanding 8th
Cavalry Brigade, had been killed .
Communication had been established
with the 3rd Dragoon Guards on the right
early in the day, but the left flank remained somewhat exposed, and it was
only by the employment of men of the
111th Infantry Brigade that the gap on
the left of our line was closed, and
communication with the 63rd Brigade
established.
Lord Tweedmouth, now Commanding
the Brigade, sent Major the Earl of
Pembroke ' s squadron of Royal Horse
Guards to support the defence, but this
squadron was not able to get into
Monchy, Capt . H . H . Wilson, D .S .O.
being killed, Lieut . J . L . P . Back and
2/Lieut . R . W . Wilson were both
wounded : also many men and horses of
this squadron being killed or wounded.
Capt . Lord Gerard, Royal Horse Guards,
was wounded in no few than fourteen
places, having one arm and one leg
broken.
By 5 p .m . the village was in a fair state
of defence, but there were no local
reserve or supports available . Casualties
continued throughout the evening, both
to officers and other ranks . Capt . Gosling
was wounded.
The greatest difficulty was experienced
throughout the day in communicating
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with the Brigade by any other means than
by despatch riders, who did admirable
service throughout . The signalling
equipment of both regiments was
destroyed.
There were constant visits over the lines
from enemy aeroplanes during the day,
which were left to their own devices
unmolested, except by ourselves . Enemy
aeroplanes swooped down and shot at
the led horses with their machine guns.
At dusk, patrols were sent out from the
two regiments, which established the fact
that the enemy were digging themselves
in about 300 yards from the northeastern outskirts of the village, and in
sectional trenches on the forward crest of
Hill 100, about 800 yards due east of the
village.
At about midnight the 37th Infantry
Brigade took over most of the defences of
Monchy, but the remainder could not be
relieved until the following day, owing to
the insufficiency of troops . Lieut .-Col.
Whitmore, D .S .O ., handed over the
defences of Monchy to Lieut .-Col.
Dawson, D .S .O ., Commanding West
Kent Regiment, about midnight,
April 11th-12th, leaving Capt . Palmes,
10th Royal Hussars, in charge of those
detachments of the 8th Cavalry Brigade
who were unable to be relieved.
The Essex Yeomanry, or, indeed, the
8th Cavalry Brigade, have every reason
to be proud of L ./Cpl . Harold Mugford,
who received the Victoria Cross for his
gallant behaviour in action at Monchy.
Although both his legs were broken, he
remained with his machine gun in action,
refusing to go to the dressing station.
On April 12th, after the main portion
of the 8th Cavalry Brigade' had been
relieved, Capt . Palmes, with the detachments of the 10th Hussars and Essex
Yeomanry which had been left behind,
held the sector from the eastern
Monchy—Pelves Road exclusive to the
western Monchy Pelves Road exclusive.
The line and village were constantly
shelled, and hostile reinforcements were
continually observed, but no further
attacks were delivered.
In the evening, at about 5 .30.
Lieut .-Col . Dawson, D .S .O ., Com
manding the West Kents, informed Capt.
Palmes that our infantry were about to
make an attack on the enemy .
This
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attack was a success, and the line was
much improved on the north of Monchy.
This enabled Capt . Palmes to withdraw
his force, which marched back to Arras,
and thence by bus to Gouy-en-Artois,
where the remainder of the Brigade had
already assembled . The comparative
comfort of these billets, which, in reality,
were very bad indeed, and crowded to the
extreme, gave much needed rest to what
remained of the 8th Cavalry Brigade.
The extreme cold, and the bivouac in the
snow, during those memorable days and
nights in the second week in April, will
always remain fixed in the memories of
all those who took part in the event.
The difficulties in obtaining water for
both the men and the horses added greatly
to the strain and privations of all concerned . The garrison in Monchy had to
collect snow and melt it in order to make
tea, and it was a common sight to see the
horses licking the snow off each others
back in order to quench their thirst.
By the time the 8th Cavalry Brigade
were withdrawn from Monchy-le-Preux,
there was very little of the place left
standing, although, on entering it on the
morning of April 11th, it was practically
intact . The village stood on a hill, and
was a landmark for all the country
around . It had the appearance of a
wealthy village, which, no doubt, would
be due to the fact of its close proximity
to Arras.
By noon on that eventful day a continual storm of shells was pounded in with
such severity that it had the appearance,
to those who were outside, of a veritable
furnace, and it was a wonder to them that
it could be possible for any one to be
alive in this heap of ruins.
The main street of Monchy was, indeed,
a terrible sight, and the horrors are not
being exaggerated when it is described as
being littered with dead men and horses.
In one place the horses were lying so thick
that it was necessary to climb over them
in order to pass along the street . The
wounded horses were in a dreadful
condition, and Lieut . J . Swire, of the
Essex Yeomanry, was detailed to the
horrible, but necessary, duty of destroying them.
After the Battle of Monchy, the
3rd Cavalry Division remained at
Gouy-en-Artois for two or three days .

The 8th Cavalry Brigade had been
reduced to less than half the strength of
place which they had marched from that
only a few days before . Many valuable
the lives had been lost during
battle, including that of their leader,
Brig .-General C . Bulkeley Johnson,
A .D .C . No General has ever commanded
the perfect admiration of all his command
more than did this gallant leader . He
was as determined as he was brave, and
his magnificent presence was a credit to
the British Army.
His body was brought back to the
village of Gouy-en-Artois, and buried in
the British cemetery, as was also, at the
same time, the body of Lieut . the Hon.
G . S . Dawson-Damer, 10th Royal
Hussars . The trumpeters of the
10th Royal Hussars sounded the " Last
Post ." With his death so ended a
chapter of the 8th .Cavalry Brigade.
Capt . E . J . Hardy, . Scots Greys, his
Brigade-Major, was a character in himself, as was his Staff Captain, Major
Freddy Stapleton Bretherton, whose
perfectly harmonious, well-fitting, and
spotless appearance was only to be
exceeded by his courtly good nature.
It is safe to say that the Brigade Staff
of the old 8th Cavalry Brigade will never
be forgotten, and the memory of
General Bulkeley Johnson will always be
cherished .
CASUALTIES.
Officers .—Killed 2 : Wounded 7 ; Total 9.
Other Ranks .—Killed 25 : Wounded 150 : Missing
5 ; Total 180.
Names of officers and other ranks killed,
wounded, etc ., are :
2/Lieut . Hon . George Seymour Dawson-Damer,
died of wounds.
Lieut . Osmond Mowatt.
WOUNDED.

Lieut .-Col . Philip Hardwick, D .S .O.
Capt . and Adjt. Victor John Greenwood, M .C.
Capt . George Edward Gosling.
Lieut . David Lyulph Gore Wolseley Ogilvy,
Earl of Airlie, M .C.
Lieut . William Sidney Murland.
Lieut . Hon . Charles John Frederick Winn.
Lieut . Dermot Humphrey Gough.
KILLED.

4358 S .S .M . Langdon . 5542 Cpl . S . S . Norman,
1935 Cpl . Marchant, 7310 L ./Cpl . Mayes, 5342 Pte.
Green, 11087 L ./Cpl . Sanderson, 12300 Pte . Grey,
11559 Pte . Twiddy, 4533 Pte . Jackson, 19617 Pte.
Long, 5596 Pte . Salmon, 11866 Pte . Willis, 4499
Sergt . Harding, 4940 Cpl . Knight, 243 L ./Cpl.
Smith, 25366 S .S . Courtman . 14545 Pte . Titchener,
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19786 L ./Cpl . Fairbairn, 28768 Pte . Holliday, 12220
Pte . Chase . 3511 Pte . Jarvis, 25929 Pte . Parry,
1417 Pte . Waterhouse.
DIED OF WOUNDS.

603 Sergt. Bradley, 591 Sergt . Simpkins.
MISSING .-BELIEVED KILLED.

28999 Pte . Sutton, 28522 S .S . Phillipson.
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WOUNDED AND MISSING.

77 29 L ./Cpl . Larkin, 31082 Pte . Waddington,
28901 Pte . Hansome .
SHELL SHOCK.

25304 Pte . Furniss, 31034 Pte . Robertson .
A .S.

(To be continued .)

WOUNDED.

4004 S .S .M . Rawson, 4821 Sergt . Goodwin, 3183
Sergt . Harwood, 7953 Cpl . Hannell, 8533 Cpl.
White, 15161 L ./Cpl . Woods, 20628 S .S . Tregay,
3635 Pte . Burgess, 28993 Pte . Dunn, 31203, Pte.
Deaves, 7706 Pte . Frith, 1728 Pte . Gaffney, 10844
Pte. Grainger, 748 Pte . Hammond, 2227 Pte.
Ibbotson, 84o Pte . Long, 6285 Pte . Richards, 6500
Pte . Ray, 6721 Pte . Vaughan, 19251 Pte . Grocutt,
7 253 Pte . Bradbury, 1958 Pte . Preston, 242o Pte.
Simpson, 2735 Pte . Johnson, 30303 Pte . Wilkinson,
258 Sergt . Roys, 262 L ./Cpl . Breadmore, 421
L./Cpl . Norton, 1726 S .S . Coyle, 20188 Pte . Cattle,
10557 Pte . Cooney, 31313 Pte . Foster, 21881 Pte.
Gent, 28493 Pte . Mills, 4542 Pte . North, 6204 Pte.
Rowson, 25555 Pte . Smith, 31297 Pte . Stansfield,
2312 Pte . Wraye, 17616 Pte . Barras, 15230
Pte . Gallagher, 11655 Pte . Dawson, 5487
Sergt . Bullen, 25542 L ./Cpl . English, 28892
Pte . Ashton, 4993 Pte . Bush, 12783 Pte.
Comber, 544 Pte . Dine, 31238 Pte . Elders, 25780
Pte . Everitt . 25198 Pte . Garrod, 28456 Pte . Hallam,
31399 Pte . Harwood, 12341 Pte . Hocking, 4695
Pte . Sabin, 1427 Pte . Skipper, 4755 Pte . Smith,
25364 Pte . Weedon, 7102 Pte . Whitbread, 4997 Pte.
Williams, 31192 Pte . Rowley, 10828 Pte . Turner,
1 975 2 Pte . Warfield, 712o Pte . Grundy, 6687 Cpl.
Pearson, 28641 L ./Cpl . King, 2924 Pte . Malston.
31148 Pte . Cartwright, 17550 Pte . Hume, 5016
L ./Cpl . Wigley, 6459 Pte . Dorward, 12946 Pte.
Cherry, 3609 Pte . Knight, 1489 Pte . Day, 4128
L./Cpl . Rogers, 4272 S .S .F . Manser, 4531 Sergt.
Robinson, 256o Cpl . Fowler, 961 Cpl . Taylor, 204
L ./Cpl . Moores, 6434 L ./Cpl . Barrett, 31397 S .S.
Coleman, 5570 Pte . Crombie, 15282 Pte . Dowson,
4942 Pte . Dillon, 1525o Pte . Fulton, 1296o Pte.
Garrold, 15227 Pte . Holmes, 20007 Pte . Hodgson,
28604 Pte . Johnson, 679, Pte . Marshall, 19256 Pte.
Shelton, 14486 Pte . Roache, 1428 Pte . Glencross.
5418 Pte . Wakefield, 19748 Pte . Arrowsmith, 879
Pte . Reilly, 8498 Pte . Wilkins, 17792 Pte . Lakin,
983 Sergt . Oliver, 5540 Sergt . Davies, 1713o
L ./Cpl . Tomkinson, 6491 Tptr . Green, 8184 Pte.
Bird, 25376 Pte . Clay, 25221 Pte . Fallon, 1987 Pte.
Gauton, 4o, Pte . Gladwell, 11881 Pte . Montgomery,
2626 Pte . Pallister, 6846 Pte . Smith, 12414 Pte.
Swainston, 5603 Pte . Thomas, 3996 Pte . Wraye,
15276 Pte . Garfat, 4945 Cpl . Webb, 6655 Pte.
Moriarty, 391 Cpl . Parfrement, 14476 Pte.
Andrews, 2888o Pte . Brown, 28899 Pte . Clements,
7118 Pte . Crumbie, 28986 Pte . Dixon, 22086 Pte.
Ennion, 12136 Pte . Franks, 6558 Pte . Green, 7457
Pte . Hart, 19635 Pte . Hemblys, 948 Pte . McCormac, 1646 Pte . Scott, 4623 Pte . Smith, 8193 Pte.
Smith, 19616 L ./Cpl . Welch, 31188 Pte . Willey,
20920 Pte . Woodward, 9925 Pte . Stockwell, 947
Pte . Whitehead, 7750 Pte . Barlow, 5592 Sergt.
Alderson, 2823 L ./Cpl . Allison, 15182 Pte . Ayres,
2879 Pte . Wigham, 5905 L ./Cpl . Baxter, 128 Sergt.
Futcher, 1954 Pte . Arscott, 12159 Pte . Dunn, 6788
L ./Cpl . Scarisbrick, 1777 L ./Cpl . Mathieson, 12825
Pte . Flack, 144 Pte . Purdon .

THE SQUADRON ORDERLYCORPORAL.
HEN fond parents and relations,

W reading the latest bulletin from
Tom, Dick or Harry, learn that he is,.
has been, or is shortly to be the Orderly
Corporal of his particular squadron, they
are apt to murmur " How very nice for
him!" and wonder vaguely what the
devil he means . The news holds no significance for them.
In view of this lamentable lack of knowledge of things military, I am moved to
expound in simple terms the various
mysteries in which this proud office has
its being.
The fun begins when a Brother of the
Single Bar flops down on his bed one
Monday evening, thrusts a verminously
filthy notebook into his hand, wheezes,
" Third Troop next for fatigues . God
be with you, brother," and limps off to
bathe his blistered feet.
Feeling slightly dazed and entrapped,
he gingerly opens the shockingly dirty
book, and with some difficulty is able to
decipher on the first page a " Detailed
List of the Duties of the Orderly
Corporal ." Numbered from 1 to 983, it
becomes evident that he will :
0) Rise at 5 a .m.
(2) Take the Particulars of the Sick
(cockages attached),
and so forth up to duty number 9 8 3,
which is the attendance of a roll-call at
the witching hour of 10 p .m ., when bleareyed sergeants foregather to entrap the
unwary jazz-fiend.
In a word, he becomes for the period
of seven soul-searing days the abject but
far-from-willing slave of every blighter in
the squadron owning more than two
bars.
To be a really good S .O .C . it is necessary to be a first-class elocutionist . He
must nicely blend sympathy and jocu-
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larity with a dash of peremptory command when asking sergeants for fatiguemen . He must learn to jeopardize his
immortal soul by lying shamelessly and
convincingly, while registering complete
guilelessness, when after a corporal for
Berseem . He must be prepared to refute
with the heat of outraged propriety, the
R .S .M .'s insinuation that the chits are
late in the Orderly-room . He must hold
himself in readiness at all hours to cram
his poor feet into red-hot boots in order
to post a waiting man on guard or to
fetch the Sergeant-Major's rations.
When the mail from home arrives, he
will (if he values his life) fly at once to
the Guard-room to collect, and must bear
with fortitude the menaces and unfavourable comparisons levelled at him by the
entire squadron, which will assemble and
hang over the verandah walls for that
purpose, whilst he struggles under a load
of letters that would kill a well-nourished
mule.
Should a speck of dust be apparent in
any of the barrack-rooms after nine
o'clock, his head is held forfeit.
He will be liable, any day, to fetch to
office a man who, after searching
inquiries, will prove to have been discharged some months previously . He
must not faint, or scream, or revert to the
ranks when things of this nature happen.
He will collect a lot of broken saddlery
from the four troops of the squadron, get
punched it hopelessly mixed, and will be
on the nose by the four troop-sergeants,
individually and collectively, as a result.
Inevitably he will incur the dislike of the
Squadron Leader by failing to produce
certain malefactors at the given time, and
will be called things by the S .S .M . which
would cause any Japanese N .C .O . to
retire and commit suicide, taking the time
from the right.
On Fridays he will take charge of about
twenty persons ' pay, get stung to glory,
and disburse his own pay in confusion.
Should he claim damages from the
S .Q .M .S ., he will get a snub that will
shorten his life.
On completion of his tour of duty he
will he in such a ghastly condition of
nervous prostration that he will be quite
ready to scream if a hug squeaks.
Such, dear parents and relations, are
the doubtful joys of the Squadron
Orderly-Corporal . I shall be pleased to

answer any questions and further elucidate any mysteries on receipt of an
addressed stamped envelope . Pleat
write " Aunt Sally's Column " in the
north-east corner of your envelope.
R . J . M.

ENGLISH-AS SHE IS
WROTE.
ELL aware that a soldier's weapon
is the sword and not the pen, 1 am
filled with admiration at the valiant deeds
achieved by members of the Regiment
with the latter weapon, and, if I offer a
few words of advice on writing English,
I trust I shall not discourage contributors, but only spur them to further
deeds of daring in literary fields.
Good English is simple English . The
stringing together of elaborate, jawtwisting words is not good English, and
is only excusable as a form of wit . It
requires more than a soldier's limited
vocabulary to describe a lie as " a terminological inexactitude," or an excited
speaker as " one carried away' by the
exuberance of his own verbosity . " Therefore let us leave this form of wit to politicians and lawyers, and say what we have
to say in straightforward, simple words.
It is an acknowledged fact that the best
English is that used in the Bible . If we
can strive to describe our visits to the
Pyramids, our experiences on manoeuvres, or our enjoyment of the last Corporals' Mess concert, in the simple
English of the scriptures we shall be well
pleased with the result.
Compare the English of the following:

W

ONE KIND OF ENGLISH.
We cannot bring these notes to a conclusion without mention of the lamentable
bereavement we have suffered by the
demise of Lieut .-General Sisera . The
above-mentioned officer, after the almost
total annihilation of the force which made
up his punitive expedition, escaped unscathed . He was wandering, lost in the
desert, when he came upon the encampment of a certain Bedouin tribe which he
knew to be amicably disposed towards the
British . Perceiving the gesticulations of
a female member of the tribe he accepted
her invitation to seek refuge in the sheik's
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rustic caravanserai . . It seems that
while the General was lying in a state of
complete . exhaustion and physical inertia
due to the deprivations which he had
lately undergone, the woman, in a passion
of almost demoniac rage murdered him in
a manner too horrible and revolting for
description, etc ., etc.
ANOTHER.
And all the host of Sisera fell upon the
edge of the sword ; and there was not a
man left . Howbeit Sisera fled away on
his feet to the tent of Jael, the wife of
Heber the Kenite : for there was peace
between Jabin the King of Hazar and the
house of Heber the Kenite.
And Jael went out to meet Sisera, and
said unto him, " Turn in my lord, turn
into me ; fear not .
..
Then Jael, Heber's wife, took a nail of
the tent, and took a hammer in her hand
and went softly unto him, and smote the
nail into his temples
for he was
fast asleep and weary.
So he died.
Could any description be more concise
and yet more vivid . Note the absence of
descriptive adjectives, the short sentences
and the lack of long, complicated words.
I am not suggesting that you should
use the English of the Bible, but merely
that by using modern English you should
strive to imitate the Bible ' s simplicity.
Here are a few hints.
Think twice before you select your
adjective . Don't write about a " gorgeous " dinner, or a " delicious" sunset.
Avoid expressions such as " a lot " when
you mean many ; " quite a number,"
when you mean several ; " very nice, "
when you mean pleasant (" nice " means
exact, and " very " means truly) . Avoid
long, complicated sentences ; short ones
are easier to write, and easier understood.
Be careful of your paragraphs . A paragraph is a collection of sentences working
out one idea . Therefore when you have
finished describing the effect of a sandstorm on manoeuvres, start a new paragraph before you deal with Captain
Donner's lost donkey.
Our motives for writing this are, at
bottom, selfish, for if anyone is sufficiently
interested to follow our advice they will
save us trouble, and give longer life to
our blue pencils .
THE EDITORS .

ROLL OF MEMBERS
OF THE REGIMENTAL
ASSOCIATION.

(Continued from p.

170,

March Number).

Tpr . Dellbridge.

REGIMENTAL BATTLE
HONOURS .
BATTLE OF YPRES,

1914.

OCTOBER 19TH-NOVEMBER 22ND.
T HE period starts from the time when
a war of movement came to an end
owing to both sides having extended their
flanks to the sea.
It covers that critical time which came
to a head on October 31st, on which day
it may be said that there was not a single
reserve to the British line, and that every
man was engaged.
The Regiment belonged to the 6th
Cavalry Brigade of the 3rd Cavalry Division, and they were in action more or less
continuously the whole time, as, even
during the days or hours that they were
supposed to be resting, or in reserve, they
were still quite close to the front, and
were being continuously moved about or
shelled.
There is only space here to describe the
happenings on the more important days.
On October 21st, at 7 p .m ., after a
hard day, orders were received for the
Brigade to take over the trenches from
the Scots' Guards, at Zandvoorde . This
was the first time that the Regiment was
separated from its horses . It held these
trenches until the 23rd.
The part held by the Regiment was in
full view of the enemy, and movement
was impossible as they were so shallow
and shelling was persistent . Capt . Sir
Frank Rose and Lieut . Turner were killed
in these trenches.
The Brigade remained in this area until
October 30th ; it and the 7th Brigade
relieving each other.
On October 30th the 7th Brigade, who
were in the trenches, were shelled out and
were forced to withdraw off the Zandvoorde ridge . The 6th Brigade were
ordered to cover their retirement by
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taking up a position east of Klein Zillebeke . The Tenth were on the left of this
position.
This position was held all day, and
some good targets were presented by the
enemy crossing Zanvoorde ridge . Casualties were rather numerous on the right
of the Regiment . The doctor, Capt.
Kinkhead, was killed, and Major Crichton, Capts . Fielden and Stewart wounded.
The Guards took over in the evening.
The next morning the Brigade was
moved to Hooge, and it was between here
and Gheluvelt on that day (October 31st)
that the great crisis came, and the line
was saved by the clogged fighting of the
1st Division.
The Tenth and the Royals fought with
the 2nd Infantry Brigade in the woods
south-east of Hooge, and were fortunate
in haying very few casualties.
Up till November 5th, the Brigade was
then used as mounted reserve, being continually moved about the area round
Hooge.
They were relieved on the 6th, but were
in again on the 8th, and this dismounted
trench warfare went on until November
17th . During these days Major Cadogan
and Capt . Annesley were killed.
On November 17th the Brigade was in
trenches on the Zillebeke—Klein Zillebeke
road, and were attacked nearly all day by
the Prussian Guard . No less than three
attacks were made . The enemy came on
in masses at a slow pace, and were literally mown down by the fire of the Brigade . All three attacks were repulsed.
Capt . C . H . Peto and Lieut . R . F . Drake
were killed.
The Brigade was relieved that evening,
and went back with their horses to
Vlamertinghe, and out of the battle area.
The losses during these days were:
7 officers and 47 other ranks killed
10 officers and 85 other ranks wounded.
SOMME, 1918.
MARCH 21ST-27TH.
This is the period covered by the great
German offensive which overwhelmed the
5th Army, nearly captured Amiens, and
threatened even Paris itself .
The Regiment was heavily engaged
throughout, and lost 21 Other Ranks
killed, 1 Officer and 8o Other Ranks
wounded, and 5 missing.

The greater part of the Regiment
fought on foot as infantry, but the small
portion (of the strength of two troops)
which remained mounted, had the good
fortune to take part in one of the few
mounted attacks of the war.
The Regiment then belonged to the 6th
Cavalry Brigade of the 3rd Cavalry Division, and before describing any incidents
or daily actions it will be necessary to
show how the Brigade was split up during
the seven days.
At the beginning of the attack the
Brigade was at Devise, some way from
the front line, in a comfortable hut camp.
The enemy bombardment began at 4 .30
a .m . on the 21st, and long range shells
even fell in the camp.
The whole Brigade stood to, but orders
to move were not received till 3 .30 p .m.
At 5 p .m . a move was made to Beaumont
(South of Ham), and during the night
orders were received to form the 6th Dismounted Brigade.
It should here he explained that during
the war the cavalry had a definite dismounted organization to enable them to
fight as infantry . Each regiment found
one company, and the Brigade was organized as a three-company battalion . The
horses on such occasions were removed
well out of the way to hack areas.
So that, on the night march 21st/22nd,
we had the 10th Hussars Company going
off to the front, the horses, and men to
Palmes look after them, left behind . Capt.
commanded the Company . Their operations shall be referred to later.
H .Q . of the Regiment and the horses
moved next day south to Pontoise, in
which area all the horses of the Division
were assembled, together with Divisional
H .Q . and Brigade H .Q.
On the 23rd General Harman, the Divisional Commander, was ordered to raise
,a mounted force as soon as possible.
This, of course, had to come out of the
men with the horses, but by making officers and sergeants, etc ., look after horses,
the Regiment produced 70 men under
Lieut . Lord Ednam . Major E . H . W.
Williams commanded the Brigade Party,
totalling in all 150 . Other Brigades did
the same, and the Divisional Commander
(General Harman) took away with him
some 400 all ranks . Their doings shall
be noted later.
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This left the horses with scarcely enough
men to move them, yet on the same day
they moved to Carlepont, five or six horses
per man, and officers leading two or three.
On March 26th, yet another mounted
party was called for, and the Regiment
found an officer and fifty men . This party
joined a force under Lieut .-Col . A . B.
Reynolds (12th Lancers), commanding the
Northumberland Hussars . The Regiment
also provided 20 horses for men of the
- Northumberland Hussars.
This left the horses quite immobile, and
infantry stragglers had to be gathered in
to help to move them to Choisy au Bac on
March 27th.
It was at this place that the whole
Regiment reassembled and got mounted
again, before proceeding north to take
part in the battle of the Avre.
Now to deal with the doings of each
party separately.
THE COMPANY UNDER CAPT . PALMES.

These were bussed up to the front on
night March 21st/22nd, and with the rest
of the Dismounted Brigade came under
the 173rd Infantry Brigade, and took over
a line between Viry Neureuil and Noureuil . The 22nd was spent in strengthening the line . On the morning of the 23rd
the Germans advanced, and the Regiment's Company was heavily engaged.
They did not lose ground during the
day, but the troops on the left did, and
Noureuil was only saved from capture by
H .O . of the force, consisting of cooks,
clerks, signallers, mess waiters, etc ., who
formed a defensive flank.
On the morning of the 24th they withdrew to a line about Chauny . At 8 .30 the
Germans attacked, and advanced in the
fog, speaking English . At 20 yards they
were recognised and driven back by
Hotchkiss and rifle fire . When the fog
cleared it was found that the French had
gone back, and the force moved back to
Abbecourt under heavy fire, carrying their
wounded.
The night was spent lining the canal
near Manicamp.
At 9 .30 a .m . on the 25th the force under
the order of the French Colonel Pichat,
occupied Quierzy under very heavy fire,
which occasioned many casualties . They
were in touch with the enemy about here
all day .

On the 26th they were extricated from
the line, and started to march back to the
horses at Choisy an Bac.
by In recognising the good work done
this Company, it must be remembered that
they were not used to marching, and had
no proper equipment for carrying their
belongings, which made marching still
more tiring.
The area covered in five days was more
than twenty miles wide . It is impossible
to say the distance covered by the marching and counter-marching in this area.
MAJOR WILLIAMS ' S MOUNTED PARTY.

This, as before described, went off with
General Harman on March 23rd.
The object of forming the force was,
of course, to get a mounted reserve capable of moving rapidly anywhere to meet
the changing situations of this very
mobile warfare which had taken the
infantry by surprise.
It did a good deal of patrolling to get
completely in touch with the situation,
but we need only consider the one action
that the Tenth took part in.
Cavlry At 2 p .m . on the 24th, the 6th
Brigade detachment was at Berlancourt,
and was ordered to make a mounted
attack on some hostile infantry and
machine guns . Our infantry were very
shaky, and it was hoped to regain some
lost ground and restore their morale.
Major Williams's force was equal to a
strong squadron, and was made up of
three troops—one each from 3rd Dragoon
Guards, Royals, and 10th Hussars.
The plan was for the 3rd Dragoon
Guards to make for a small copse on the
right and secure the right flank . The main
attack was made toward another copse in
two waves, the Tenth in the first wave.
The 3rd Dragoon Guards went first,
and once they had started the main attack
followed . The distance was 600 yards.
There was considerable machine gun fire
at the start, but as soon as the enemy
heard the men cheering they began to
surrender freely.
Nearly 10o were sabred, three machine
guns were captured, and 107 prisoners
were brought back.
The three regiments lost seventy-three
men out of the 15o, and Lieut . Cubitt, of
The Royals, was killed . The casualties
were largely caused by machine guns on
the flank, which were not captured .
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The result of the attack was that our
infantry advanced again and recaptured
still more ground.
It leads one to wonder whether the rout
might not have been stemmed much
sooner had all the three Cavalry Divisions
been left mounted from the start.
Harman ' s force was engaged again on
the 25th and 26th in rearguard actions,
helping our infantry, and on the 27th it
broke up, and regiments and brigades
were re-united again at Choisy au Bac.
Space does not admit of recounting the
doings of Reynolds ' s force, who were only
employed on reconnaissance duties.
AVRE.
4TH, 1918.
The importance of this battle is that
for the whole of April 4th, the 6th Cavalry
Brigade, and especially the 10th Hussars,
were all that stood between the Germans
and their ambition, which then was high
ground to get observation upon Amiens.
It was the end of the German push, for
Amiens, the capture of which would have
seriously jeopardized if not completely
altered the lines of communication of the
British Forces.
At the beginning of the German
offensive on March 21st, the Cavalry were
used to the South, and it was on March
28th, at Choisy au Bac, on the Oise, that
the 10th Hussars, with the rest of the
6th Cavalry Brigade were withdrawn, and
commenced to march northwards to other
spheres of action.
On the evening of April 3rd, the Brigade was at Fouilloy in support of the
14th Division, who took over the line on
that evening . The line extended from
the Somme, through Hamel to Warfusee
Abancourt, and so on to the river Avre.
The 14th Division had been fighting for
days, and were urgently in need of a rest,
and it was obvious as they passed through
the billets of the Regiment on their way
to the first line that they were quite
exhausted, and would he unable to stand
another attack.
On the morning of the 4th, it was soon
obvious that the enemy were intending
something . Artillery fire was increasing,
and a good many shells began to fall
around Fouilloy . The Regiment stood to
without any further orders, feeling that
something would soon happen .
APRIL

Orders soon came to the effect that the
enemy had attacked at Hamel, and the
14th Division could not stem the advance,
and that the Tenth were to go as quickly
as possible, and seize the high ground
west of Hamel . It was this high ground
which would have given the Germans the
observation they desired.
When the writer of this narrative and
his C .O . arrived on the hill above Hamel,
all that remained of the Infantry Brigade
at Hamel was the Brigadier, quite alone,
and one Lewis Gun section, and it is still
a mystery why the enemy had made no
attempt to continue their advance through
the village to the high ground.
All possible steps were taken to see
that they should not, at any rate, do so in
the future . The hill was occupied by "A"
Squadron, and " C '' Squadron was sent
forward to occupy the east end of the
Bois de Vaire, but was forced to fall hack,
having lost some fifty horses by machine
gun fire.
The Tenth held this ground all day,
being supported in the evening by the 7th
Dragoon Guards.
The shelling was very bad all dal, and
attacks were expected hourly, but for
some reason nothing except weak disjointed attempts to push forward were
made by the enemy.
At night the Australians took over the
line, and from then on the danger to
Amiens can be said to have receded.
The casualties of the Regiment on this
day were :
2/Lieut . 'R . G . Field, killed:
Lieut .-Col . Tomkinson and three other
officers wounded;
Seven Other Ranks killed
Twenty Other Ranks wounded:
Fifty horses killed or wounded.
AMIENS.
8TH TO 11TH, 1918.
The battle of Amiens was no doubt the
most successful of all the big staged
attacks on the Western Front . The day
it began marked the turn of the tide, and
that day is well described by Ludendorff
as " Germany's Black Day ."
The primary object of the attack was to
put the enemy further away from Amiens,
which was a very important railway
centre .
AUGUST
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The attack of the 4th Army was on a
front of eleven miles . The right, or
south, flank of the attack rested on the
River Luce . The Canadian Corps attacked
on this south flank . The French were on
the right of the Canadians . The role of
the 3rd Cavalry Division, to which the
10th Hussars belonged, was to exploit the
success of the Canadian Corps.
Of necessity a large number of troops
had to be concentrated close behind the
line before zero hour . In the sector nearest Amiens all these troops had to go over
one bridge at Longeau, and it was no
mean achievement that this was done so
successfully in a short summer night . The
whole of the preliminary arrangements
for the attack, and the concentration the
night before, were done without the
enemy knowing anything, and the attack
came as a complete surprise.
At 4 .20 a .m . on August 8th, the attack
began . At that hour the bombardment
began, and 300 tanks moved forward.
The Infantry easily gained their objective . The leading Cavalry Brigade, which
was the Canadian Brigade, went through,
and were soon in touch with the enemy at
Beaucourt . The 6th Cavalry Brigade,
to which the Tenth belonged, were in
reserve.
Towards evening the Tenth were
ordered to support the 7th Cavalry Brigade, south of Caix and north-east of
Quesnel . This in conjunction with the
Royals, who were already in action, and
held up by fire from Quesnel . A push
forward towards Beaufort and Warvillers
was ordered, which met with some opposition at the start.
During this little operation a very
gallant attack by a section of " B
Squadron against a German machine gun
was witnessed by a Canadian officer . The
gun was captured, but all the men of the
Tenth were knocked out . No one in the
Regiment saw this, and so far all efforts
to trace the names of the men engaged
have failed.
At this moment Lieut .-Col . Whitmore,
commanding the Regiment, had to take
over the Brigade, as Brig .-Gen . A . G.
Seymour was unwell . This left Capt.
Gordon Canning in command of the Regiment, as Major Gosling was away on
liaison.
Orders were then received to remain on
present positions for the night . Outposts

were put out .
During the night some
casualties were suffered from shell fire.
On the 9th the Division was in Corps
reserve.
On the 10th it relieved the 2nd Cavalry
Division and advanced on a two Brigade
front, the 6th Brigade being on the right
with the Tenth the reserve regiment . It
reached the line Bouchoir—Rouvroy,
where considerable opposition was met
from the direction of Damery.
What, however, really brought the
advance to a standstill was that the old
battleground of 1916 had been reached,
and the old trench systems and barbed
wire made movement for Cavalry impossible, so the Cavalry were withdrawn.
The casualties of the Regiment in those
three days were :
Lieut . G . H . Perrett and three Other
Ranks killed ;
Lieut . Robinson and fourteen Other
Ranks wounded.

Gazet (In the March number of the
we gave an account of how the Regiment
gained the battle honour "
Drocourt-Queant," and we beg to bring to the
notice of all those who are interested in
this account, the narrative describing the
attacks of the Canadian Infantry, which
were to open the way for the advance of
the Mobile Column.
This narrative can be found in The
Canadian Defence Quarterly," for October, 1928, " The Old Red Patch at the
Breaking of the Drocourt- Queant Line"
by Lieut .-Gen . Sir Archibald Macdonnell,
K .C .B .).

1914-(A MEMORY).
SPENT my time pen-pushing from 9
a .m . to 5 p .m . ; my pal was something in a manufacturing jeweller's business, twisting up gold wire, I believe ; yet
we managed to be good pals in our spare
time, and had some jolly times together.
Then the storm broke, and everyone
became upset and out of step . My pal
said we ought to do something, and 1 said
it would be all over before we were ready,
so we kept keeping on.
The beginning of September settled it :
he said he should join up at once, so I
threw up my job and went with him . We

So
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we

saw soldiers marching everywhere ; nothing but marching, carrying everything
imaginable round about them . 1 said,
" Is that infantry?" He said, " Yes ; we
' t join that . "
won
decided
Cavalry . No, Cavalry full up ; Artillery
full up . Still, it must be something
mounted, how about the A .S .C . (there
were no A .S .C . M .T . available in those
days), so it was the A .S .C . (H .T .) we
found ourselves in.
On the first day we drew uniforms, and
went out and had our photographs taken,
and sang " Tipperary " like real soldiers.
Days passed all cushy : bits of drill mixed
with the unloading of hay and straw, waiting for the H .T . part of the show.
Billeted in the Territorial drill hall of
a large town, at last my pal and I got our
baptism of H .T ., if you can call it that.
A gentleman with better shaped uniform
and stripes handed me a pot of khaki paint
and my pal a brush, ordering us to stand
to attention--(by the way, what does one
do with a paint brush when at attention?
Never discovered . )—informs us we " are
to proceed (Army term, meaning walk) to
Browne's, the baker, hand him this bundle
of papers, and he will show you a large
covered van ; dip the brush in khaki paint
and change " Browne " on sides of van
to khaki ; harness up pair of horses, and
drive back ."
Simple ! Y-e-e-e-e-s ; but I was a pen
pusher, and he was a worker in gold w ire.
We took khaki paint, brush and papers,
and proceeded as directed ; Mr . Browne
was annoyed, but on reading the papers
and looking at us, laughed : we saw no
joke, so took the paint and smeared it all
over the sides and back of the van, obliterating his name and trade . He showed
us the horses and harness and walked
away.
We glanced at each other and proceeded.
I lifted down the harness ; in fact, it fell,
being heavy, and got a bit mixed ; I suggested I sorted it out while my pal put it
on . He said, " No, toss up ." We did,
and he won, so I took the biggest bits
first and began trying them on . The
horses were quiet, but walked about the
stable yard a hit, and it was tiring carrying some of the stuff round and round
after them .
We got one practically
dressed, and Mr . Browne returned, asked

us if we had done it before we said,
" Never ! " So he smiled, and did the
other one for us, and attached them to the
cart . We thanked him, and bought a
" wad ." I said I'd drive first, as I didn't
want to drive up to the drill hall with the
others looking on . We felt the war was
real at last as we moved off . I gathered
up the reins and proceeded . When we
reached the tram-lines things became
more difficult . The pair were going fast,
and I couldn ' t find the brake . I was in
the midle of the road, and saw a tram
approaching ; it rang its bell, so I shouted.
My pal said, " Put on the brake ! " So I
said, " You must do that . I can't loose
the reins . "
He leaned over with both
hands, and did so . Anyway, I suppose he
did, for the van suddenly went round
sideways and attacked the tram, smearing
khaki paint all over it . My pal, who was
inside, nearly lost his life by going
through the side . As the van swung
round I loosed the reins and fell heavily
backward off the .driving seat inside.
When we recovered we found a small
crowd, a gentleman at the horses' heads,
a dented and khaki smothered tram, and
a grinning driver.
" What's the big idea?" says the tram
driver.
" We haven ' t any idea at all, at present, " says my pal : " we ' ve only just
begun this war game.
" All right, " said the train driver, " get
out of my way, and good luck to yer . "
Anyway, he goes, and the gentleman
holding the horses stands clear as we
have another try, and, as we pass, drops
half a dollar in my pal's lap.
Anyhow, it was a change from penpushing and twisting gold wire.
G . R . E . A . A . L.

OVERHEARD.
SERGT . HAINES : " What!

£
a
month is not enough to buy cleaning kit
for my drivers, sir! "
MAJOR DRUCE : " When I was a recruit
all I had was silver sand and a piece of
b eswax the size of my thumb, and nobody every dare borrow it ."
S.Q.M.S
. GOATCHER : " Shut the door
and we'll have a little ' flit .' "
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LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS
TO DATE.
Mrs . R . Armstr ong.
Capt . J . S . Wardell,
M .B .E . Mrs . \V . ArmstrongKemmis.
Capt . W . E . Palmes .
Capt . Sir William Ball .
S .S .M . Richardson.
Capt . Cameron Barclay . Mr . R . Barnard.
Lieut .-Col . E . H . W . Mr . A . Gerrard.
Williams .
Mr . C . Boyd.
Sir Mathew Wilson .
Mr . E . Travers.
Major G . E . Gosling .
Mr . C . W . Elvis.
Major E . P . Awdry .
Mr . M . Hunt.
R H . C . Thomas, Esq . Mr . B . Carrol.
Col . R . H . F . Wilson .
Mr . T . Moon.
D C . Haldeman, Esq .
Mr . H . Baker.
Col . H . A . Alexander .
Mr . P . W . Cates.
Col . R . B . Fisher Childe . Mr . H . W . King.
Col . A . G . Seymour .
Mr . W . Rawson.
Capt . Lord W . M . Scott, Mr . F . Standing.
M .C . Mrs . Standing.
Mr . H . Bushell.
A . Lowther, Esq .
The Lord George Scott . Mr . J . O'Brien.
The Earl of Shaftesbury . Mr . T . J . Russell.
Major W . P . Littlewood . Mr . H . J . Adams.
Mr . S . Bentley.
The Viscount Byng
of Vimy . Mr . S . Herrin.
The Lord Southampton . Mr . Shepherd.
Major The Lord Bellew . Mr . M . Goatcher.
The Lord Nunburnholme . Mr . F . Aldred.
Mrs . M . E . Mackensie . Mr . P . Miller.
Capt . Halls .
Mr . J . Bodill.
W . J . Brisley, Esq.
Mr . T . A . Stokes.
Mrs . M . Church .
Mr . F . W . Elmslie.
Mr . J . W . D . Turner .
Mr . Wharton King.
A. L . Kennington, Esq.

OUR GARDENER.
E came, and went ; that tiller of the
soil . Every morning his ragged
figure could be seen, usually pondering
o'er some deep problem that his subconscious instinct had put before his
reason . Sometimes it was the irrigation
that had temporarily floored him ; sometimes a hazy idea of some alteration in the
lay-out . . More often than not he wasn ' t
thinking at all — just hunting an elusive
flea.
To watch him turning over the earth in
the flower beds, or scraping out a new
water channel, was a thing to remember.
Crouched upon his hunkers, with his
horny toes sunk well into the ground, he
would raise his diminutive pick well over
his head, and, pausing several minutes to
survey his domain, strike the ground manfully . The ground being struck, another

H
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lengthy hesitation would ensue before he
pulled his implement towards him, turning
over in the process two or three grammes
of earth and a couple of stones . This
procedure would be repeated religiously
for, say, five or six strokes, when a giddiness or something would seize him, and
he would rise to his feet for a little relaxation.
The upright position once gained, after
much grunting, wheezing and creaking
of old bones, he would resume his customary bovine expression and cast happy
glances at his most recent handiwork.
Usually at this stage an untoward incident
happened to the old fellow . A pained
shadow would cross his face, and his hand
would creep into the innermost folds of
his ancient and filthy rags . Quarter of
an hour's chase, and the hunt would be
up . With forefinger and thumb the irritant insect would be held at arm's length,
and, with a half reluctant and sorrowful
gesture from its captor, would be gently
dropped to the ground to find another
sanctuary.
Yes, he was a dear old gentleman.
unlike a great many of his fellow countrymen he delighted in converse with passersby . For these little self-imposed social
duties he always adopted the sitting
position, close to the road . The approach
of any authoritive person would cause the
small pick to rise and fall until that person
had passed . Should he just be quietly
resting, as he often was, and an important
one came near, he would consider it time
for his devotions . His position on the
ground was very favourable for these, and
he appeared to be a very religious man
indeed . Maybe it was just a coincidence.
And now he is gone ; where, I know
not . Maybe it wasn't just a' coincidence
after all .
BUCKET . "

QUARTERMASTER \ VISITS THE
MOSQUE.
GUIDE : " This, sir, is the famous
THE

Mosque of Mohamed Aly . This mosque
has remained untouched for 500 years . "
QUARTERMASTER
(absentmindedly) :
" Yes, and we can't get the R .E .'s to do
a damn thing, either ."
C. K . D .
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SIN

CE our last notes were published
in the Regimental Gazette we have
become more accustomed to conditions in
Egypt, with the exception of the heat,
which undoubtedly takes a long time to
get used to, especially now the summer
has arrived . We are told that it does not
get much hotter than it is at present . We
sincerely hope that our informants are
right .

We only managed to get as far as the
second round in the Sergeants' Billiards
League, but of course we cannot expect
too much in our first year . In the Individual Tournament Sergt . Clifton is one
of the finalists, and we wish him every
success when he plays Sergt . Jarman on
May 24th . The semi-final was a game
worth watching, and Clifton appeared to
be in good form, winning his game by a
good margin of points.
The great thing at present is tennis and
cricket . In each game we are doing
fairly well, but as these are in the early
stages, we cannot say a lot concerning
them yet .

The weather was ideal for the Regimental Sports, and everyone seemed to
enjoy themselves . Sergt . Lewsley won
the veterans' race, .sprinting down the
field very unlike a veteran, but, of course,
old soldiers never die . A very good tea
was provided by the N .A .A .F .I . in the
Sergeants' tent.
We were very sorry to lose Sergt.
Bodill from our midst, who was transferred to the home establishment . Sergt.
Bodill joined the Regiment as a boy in
Africa on January 3rd, 1912, and has been

with the Regiment ever since . He was
appointed Trumpeter in 1914, and served
with the Regiment during the Great War.
He was promoted Corporal in 1917 and
Sergeant in 1919 . In 1921 he qualified as
instructor at the Equitation School, and
passed Q .I . at the Small Arms School in
1927 . We have always had a Bodill in the
Regiment since the Eighties . Sergt.
Bodill is the last one, but as he is married
we hope to get them again in the coming
generation . We all wish Sergt . Bodill
every success, and we are as sorry to lose
him as he is to leave the Regiment.
Our trip to the Barrage was a very
successful and enjoyable day . The start
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from the Sergeants' Mess to El Forag
(which was the port of embarkation) was
carried out by buses, and the native drivers
gave us a few thrills on the journey . They
appear to think that the road is theirs,
with which to do what they like, but we
all arrived at El Forag merry and bright,
and found the boat waiting to take us
down the Nile to the Barrage . The
thought of travelling again by water, with
the memories of the City of Marseilles
still fresh in our minds may have dulled
some of our spirits, but as the waters of
the Nile do not roll about, we were all
happy when the boat got under way . The
scenery while sailing down the Nile is one
of the best sights in Egypt ; the primitive,
but very successful, methods of irrigation,
and the quality of the vegetation, together
with the queer buildings, go to make the
journey very pleasant and interesting.
We had luncheon on hoard about 1 p .m.
—a very welcome repast . The remainder
of the journey was occupied watching
the scenery and playing darts, whilst the
band gave us a very good programme
during this part of the journey . We arrived at the Barrage about 2 .30 p .m . The
first sight of the grounds and gardens
gives one the impression of an English
park : the flowers and general appearance
are typically English.
A very pleasant afternoon was spent
going round the grounds, donkey riding
and a trip round the Barrage in trolleys.
Races had been arranged for the ladies
and children.
The winners of the children's races
were : Irene Day, Mavis Mason and Jack
Sharples . The winner of the ladies' race
was Mrs . Standing . The winners of the
ladies' and gent's race were Mrs . Willis
and Sergt . Daniels.
Tea was served on board about 5 p .m ..
and we started back for Abbassia about 6
p .m . During the journey back we had
dancing on board, which passed away the
time very pleasantly and all too quickly.
Here again the band gave us a very good
selection of jazz.
We arrived at El Forag about 8 .3o p .m .,
and found the buses waiting to take us
back to Abbassia, arriving there about
9 .15 p .m ., after spending a very enjoyable
clay .
Manoeuvres in England we used to
associate with rain, mud, field kitchens and

rusty bits, but the weather conditions in
Egypt are ideal . Our first manoeuvres in
Egypt were a novel experience, although
the main principles are the same as in
England, but the lay of the country calls
for different tactics with regard to attack
and defence . One who has not seen the
desert would imagine that it is a vast level
plain of sand . But this is not so . The

HOMEWARD BOUND.

desert has its hills, ravines and plains the
same as any other country . The conditions, with the exception of the weather,
are far from comfortable, especially on the
march . It reminds one of that famous
poem, " The Charge of the Light
Brigade, " but instead of cannon to the
right of us, cannon to the left of us, cannon in front of us, put the word sand in
place of cannon, and we can go one better,
because we have sand behind us . This is
the chief discomfort to contend with on
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the march . It is like marching through a
continual cloud, and also from a tactical
point a column can be seen for miles by
the sand cloud rising in the air . Night
marching on the desert is another thing
which requires much practice to make perfect, although the night marches carried
out on our first manoeuvres were quite
satisfactory, and nobody was lost . Pegging down horses and bivouacing calls for
a different system of putting down a line.
The small heel pegs used in England are
useless on the desert . The headline of a
squadron can be laid in a very short time.
This is done by filling four to six large
bags with sand, then digging holes sufficiently deep enough to bury the bags . The
bags are then let down into the holes at
various distances along the line and the
headline fastened to them ; the holes are
then filled and the line pulled tight, and
this forms quite a successful line . Six
bags will hold a squadron of horses with
no fear of the line being pulled up if the
bags are properly buried . The heel ropes
are held in the same way, a small sand
bag being buried for each rope . Our living
on manoeuvres was exceptionally good,
and, providing there was no sandstorm,
meals were eaten with comfort and appreciation . We only encountered one sandstorm during the manoeuvres, which
lasted about four hours . The only thing
to do under these circumstances is to get
as low down as possible and cover up . The
best and most practised way to sleep on
the desert is to dig a hole in the sand, and
two or three get together for warmth, as
the nights are very cold during the period
in which manoeuvres take place . Everyone
appeared to be quite happy during the last
manoeuvres, but, of course, we have a lot
to learn, as the trooper said when he
walked ankle-deep in the sand for two
hundred yards to the N .A .A .F .I . tent to
purchase a half piastre of silver-sand to
clean his steel work.
The final of the Individual Billiards
previously Championship, which has been
mentioned, took place in the R .A .P .C.
Sergeants ' Mess on May 24th, and quite
a number of members of all messes
were present . Clifton made several
good breaks, two of forty, but
Jarman appeared to be in better form,
taking a good lead from Clifton at
the start, after Clifton had left the balls
in a good position . Keeping up his lead

Jarman won the game by 1 j0 points . The
prizes were distributed by the Brigadier,
General Howard Vyse.
Sergt . Clifton received a silver cup as
runner-up . We wish to congratulate him
on doing so well as to represent the Regiment and the Mess in the final.
The latest entry to the Mess is Sergt.
Matthews, and we all wish him every success on becoming a member of the Sergeants' Mess.

THINGS WE WANT TO
KNOW.
Who was the S.Q.M.S . who thought a
4in . group counted 3o points? Was he
an optimist?
Who was the W .O ., who, when in
mufti, saluted the Adjutant?
*
*
Who was the lady who bought a bottle
of Eau-de-Cologne from an Egyptian in
the street, and what did she say when she
found it was only coloured water?
*
*
*
Who was the officer who gave the order
" Clear Gun," for " Unload," in the preliminary Rifle Course?
*
*
*
Extract from Regimental Orders, dated
18/4/29, para . 370 : " Unserviceable married soldiers ' bedding will in future only
be submitted for exchange . . . "
When does a married soldier become
unserviceable?
Extract from Orderly Room letter No.
14/216/1, dated 18/4/29 : " Remounts
say that they will be able to get rid of
more than a proportion of the Remount
cast horses
"
Are there many " Remounts " that can
speak?
Extract from a weekly paper : " Child's
donkey, very pretty, young, etc ., regularly ridden by small chicken and led by
nurse
.
Was this the same type as " Gyppo "
donkeys, as they appear to be only strong
enough to carry a chicken?
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CORPORALS' MESS NOTES.
are not quite so busy for the
T HINGS
troops now, if the increase in the
monthly billiards takings can be regarded
as a guide . Of course, though the fellows
at duty never admit the fact, this is really
a much easier soldiering period than during the winter .
Manoeuvres were a great experience for
all, and even painfully so in some cases.
Everyone returned from Helwan a la
" Beau Geste ." Cracked lips and sore
cheeks were plentiful . Razors were
regarded in a doubtful light, and their use
occasioned some doubtful remarks.
On Easter Monday an outing to the
Barrage was arranged . Unlike others proceeding to that delectable spot, the Mess
had requisitioned R .A .S .C . transport, and
so missed the rather long trip by water.
The lorries were boarded by about fifty
sprightly members at 10 a .m ., and rolled
along to the Zoo . Here many renewed
acquaintance with the boarders, one buoyant spirit getting on speaking terms
(almost) with a fine chimpanzee, which
caused much merriment among his companions . It is wondered how many visits
must be made to the Zoo before one gets
bored . Interest in the animal world never
seems to wane.
At noon the party descended on the
Ezbekieh Soldiers' Club for lunch . This
meal was particularly good, and was well
enjoyed by the entire party.
After several miles of dusty roads and
smelly Arab villages the fragrance of the
Barrage seemed to baffle description . The
green lawns, shady walks, tall trees,
shrubs and the marvellous profusion of
flowers combined to make one feel that
here, in sandy Egypt, was a splendid
reminder of old England . The gardens
are wonderfully designed, and great care
must be lavished on their welfare . Many
persons declared their intention of paying
another visit as early as possible.
Quite a number of Abbassia folk were
in evidence, and it was also seen that the
Sergeants' Mess was making the most of
the time available . Donkey rides round
the island and over the Barrage itself
were favoured by large numbers of visitors, as were also the rail trolleys, pushed
so heartily by sweating attendants .
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We left at 6 p .m ., and after an hour's
run reached " home," tired and dustbegrimed, but happy.
The Mess is now quite a cosy place.
Our own caterer now looks after the
room for us, his duties lasting for a
month, and a great improvement has been
effected . Any member who now commits
a faux pas suffers severe admonisment,
fines being inflicted in some cases.
Musketry is the order of the day at the
time of writing, and conversation usually
veers round to that overwhelming subject.
Sometimes it is wished that fines were
imposed for talking shop.
New members step over our threshold
fairly frequently, and our strength is now
seventy-one, as high a figure as it has
reached for quite a number of years . We
wish L ./Sergt . Matthews the best of fortune on his elevation in rank . (One wonders how he would have progressed in
the Royal Navy!).
With the fortnight's camp at Alexandria
heading towards us, everyone is imbued
with new life . Resolutions are made with
regard to finance, and our comrades who
have been here a few years are pestered
with questions on the subject . Many will
soon be in a position to give information
themselves, for the season commences on
June 2nd.

EQUINE BIOGRAPHIES.
No. 5.
NORDESK ."
HAD been walking round Oliver
Dixon's horses one day, and having
found nothing that I liked in what he
termed the " expensive " boxes, was just
going to start home, when Oliver stopped
and put his hat more over his ear and
closed his left eye saying, " Would you
buy a cheap horse, Major?" I replied
I'd have a look at him, anyway . Presently a boy rode out a light coloured
chestnut with two white legs and his neck
put on rather upside down ; he was very
poor, and showed all his ribs, but he had
good shoulders, short back, short canon
bone, good hocks, and tremendous hind
quarters.
The boy cantered him round, and he
seemed very hot, and to be fighting for
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his head all the time, but it was obvious
to anyone that he had beautiful action in
all his paces . I got on him and rode him
over the small fences, and he gave me a
splendid " feel " ; his mouth didn ' t seem
bad, but he was greatly over-bitted . Oliver
Dixon told me that he had sold the horse
for a lot of money, but that he had been
returned as unmanageable ; he had then
offered him to the Remount Depot, where
he had been tried for a month and found
too untractable . One of my great failings
in buying horses is that I am always
tempted to buy a horse that other people
have failed with : so I agreed to take
" Nordesk " at Oliver Dixon's price,
which was not excessive . This was in
July, and I set about taming him by quiet
hacking about on Laffan's Plain, etc.
For the first few weeks he used to get
into a " muck sweat " for no apparent
reason and jig-jog for miles, but he very
soon got much quieter, and I was able
to canter him about in vulcanite Pelham,
and jump him over small fences without
upsetting him . At the time I had a most
excellent old stud groom, who was very
quiet with horses, and the worshipped
Nordesk ."
On December 1st, 1926, I went down
to Kineton for my leave to hunt with the
Warwickshire . The first day I had
" Nordesk ' out, one of the Hunt second
horsemen recognized him, and said he
did not envy me the ride, as they had had
him in the Hunt stables, and that he had
given them all a very rough passage . We
had a poor sort of day, with a lot of
standing about, and I discovered that
" Nordesk " had an unpleasant habit of
lashing out promiscuously whenever he
stood still . Unfortunately he kicked a
prominent subscriber ' s horse when doing
this, but luckily did no damage . On the
following Thursday I took him to Watergall . We found at once, and ran straight
over the brook ; I took " Nordesk " well
away from the rest of the field, and he
sailed over the brook as if there had been
nothing there . A nice twenty minutes
over a good country followed, and I have
never had a better ride ; he seemed to
meet every fence right, and landed well
into the next field . I had many more
good days on him that season, and he
never gave me a fall . I always had to
keep him out of the crowd for fear of
kicking someone, but he had such a turn

of speed that l was generally able to
make up for a bad start . As the pointto-point season came round I had great
hopes of his winning a race, but I knew
that galloping him would hot him up
again, so his training had to be done
rather carefully, and it consisted of cantering him round in small circles,
gradually getting larger and increasing
the pace, but the moment he began to hot
up, the circles became smaller and the
pace lessened . In this manner I was able
to get him pretty fit without his fretting
and running up light.
His first race was the Regimental Pointto-Point, which he won pretty easily, with
a good field behind him, including five
winners . His next race was the South
Berks Open Race, in which, when racing,
in front, about three-quarters of a mile
from home, alongside " Candobolin,"
both horses jumped too far into a lane and
lit in the fence on the opposite side ; by
the time I had extricated him the rest of
the field had gone past.
The Regimental Steeplechase for the
Baker Cup was held on the Tweezledown
Racecourse, and as " Nordesk " had
shown that he could jump 'chase fences
quickly and well, I ran him, and he won
by half a length . His only other outing
that year was in the V .W .H . Challenge
Cup, in which, carrying a 14-lb . penalty,
he was just beaten into second place by
a goodish horse called " Nothing New, "
with some useful horses behind.
During the summer, just to improve
his manners, I used to show him : but he
never got a prize, but the judges always
picked him out and rode him because of
his beautiful action . He again carried
me with the Warwickshire the next season without a fall, and his only race was
the Baker Cup at Aldershot, where,
having won his race everywhere I foolishly eased him going into the last fence,
and for some unknown reason he stopped
dead, and threw the race away . " Nordesk '' has now passed into the hands of
an old friend, Brigadier-General Ronald
Cheape, who wrote to me that he had
never ridden a better hunter . I don't
think I have ever ridden a small horse (he
was only 15 .2) which gave one a greater
feeling of power, and however big the
fence he hardly gave one the impression
of leaving the ground at all, his jumping
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was so smooth, and he measured his
" take-off " so well .
C . K . D.

A photograph of " Nordesk " ridden
by Major Richardson, was published in
the July, 1928, number of the Gazette,
page 9 .

Old Comrades, but perhaps the instructions as to where . when and how the
GAZETTE could be obtained were not clear
enough . We have therefore sent out
some more circulars with subscription
forms attached, explaining exactly how
to obtain future copies of the GAZETTE.
We have also decided that we ought to
have a GAZETTE representative in England,
and we are pleased to say that Mrs . Mackenzie, although having a great deal of
10th other work to do concerning the
Hussars, has kindly offered to undertake
the duties of representative.
We are sure, now, that as all Old Comrades know Mrs . Mackenzie so well, that
they will have no further difficulties in
obtaining any information concerning the
GAZETTE .

LATE SCRATCHINGS FROM
THE EDITOR'S PEN.
HIS number is our first of the new
volume—Volume IX, and on
reviewing the past year we hope and trust
that we shall have the same loyal support
during the next twelve months.
When the Regiment returned from Ireland after the Sienn Fein troubles had
been more or less overcome by the formation of the Irish Free State, and we had
got nicely settled down in Aldershot, an
endeavour was made to start the Regimental GAZETTE again, but no success in
this direction was achieved until we got
to Hounslow in 1928 .
Then at the
request of most of the Regiment and the
majority of the Old Comrades, an Editorial Staff was formed . and work began
on recommencing a Regimental Gazette.
In the Regiment a Gazette Club was
formed, and 99 per cent . of the N .C .Os.
and men joined it . Amongst the Old
Comrades over ',ono subscription forms
were distributed, but only 200 Old Comrades became subscribers .
This seems
rather a poor show on the part of the
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Up to the time of going to press we
have only received about 20 subscription
forms from Old Comrades, but we feel
sure that the majority of the Old Comrades have not yet realized the fact that
the last number was the end of the volume, and therefore their subscriptions
had been exhausted, necessitating new
ones for the next volume, the first copy
of which is this.
*
*
*
To-day is June 4th, and as I sit typing
out these few paragraphs I cannot help
thinking about the reunion of the Old
Comrades at the Annual Dinner to-night.
This year there will be none of the serving N .C .Os . and men present, hut a great
many have thought about to-night, and
are sorry that they cannot he present to
mingle amongst old friends and wish each
other " good luck " and kind wishes.
We hope to be able to publish in the
next number of the GAZETTE a full account
of the reunion and the dinner.
*
*
*
We should like to point out that
although we have put various inquiries
in the GAZETTE from time to time, we have
received very few answers . We should
like these inquiries to be answered as
much as possible, so that we can give full
explanation to the inquirers.
We are still awaiting information concerning the pennant described on Page
172 of the March number . Will all those
ex-10th Hussars who served in " B
Squadron during August, 1918 . please
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inform us if they can throw any light on
the identity of the man who carried this
pennant?
Will literary contributors please note
that when articles, sketches, etc ., are sent
in for possible publication a slip of paper
must be attached showing the name and
address of the sender.
In future no manuscript will be
accepted unless the above information is
attached.
We beg to thank Mr . Brisley, Mr . C.
Boyd and Mr . H . J . Adams for the kind
wishes contained in their letters to us,
and we are extremely pleased that they
enjoy reading the GAZETTE.
*

*

*

The rates of subscription to the Regimental GAZETTE are as follows :
For

For

Months . One Copy.
s . d.
I
6
I8

Officers and other sub- 12
s. d.
scribers
...
. . . 6o
If sent by post
...
6 6
Past
and
Present
N .C .Os . and Men . . .
4 0
If sent by post
.. .
4 6
*

I
o
I 2

* *

All literary contributions should be sent
to :
THE EDITOR,
THE X ROYAL HUSSARS GAZETTE,
ABDUL MOUNEIM BARRACKS,
ABBASSIA, CAIRO, EGYPT.
*
* *

All inquiries from people in England
can he addressed to :
MRS . MACKENZIE,
33, PEMBROKE SQUARE,
KENSINGTON,
LONDON.
*
* *

All inquiries from persons residing
abroad must be addressed to :
THE EDITOR.

(address above).
All cheques and postal orders should he
made payable to the Hon . Secretary and
Treasurer, and crossed "Not negotiable ."
*
* *
All inquiries and payments from advertisers in England should be sent direct to
the printers : —

MESSRS . GALE & POLDEN, LTD .,
WELLINGTON WORKS,
ALDERSHOT, ENGLAND.

All others should be sent to the Hon.
Secretary and Treasurer.

PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
The undermentioned N .C .O . was promoted
to Warrant Officer, Class II ., and appointed
S .S .M . I .F. and G ., with effect from 3/2/29 :—
537364 Sergt . A . Rusbridge.
The undermentioned N .C .O . was promoted
S .Q .M .S . . and appointed Orderly Room Sergeant,
with effect from 17/2/29 :
529184 Sergt . F . E . Clapson.
The undermentioned N .C .O . was appointed
Orderly Room Clerk, vice Sergt . F . E . Clapson,
promoted S .Q .M .S ., with effect from 17/2/29 :—
537806 Sergt . R . N . Day.
The undermentioned N .C .O . was promoted Staff
Sergeant and appointed Farrier Staff Sergeant,
with effect from 8/2/29 :
534809 Farr ./Sergt . A . Colston.
The undermentioned Promotions and Appointments have been made, with effect from dates as
stated :
7815686 L ./Sergt . A . E . Haines, promoted
Sergeant ,3/2/ 2 9
542 95 6 Cpl . S . Matthews, appointed Paid LanceSergeant, 3/2/ 2 9 .
534443 L ./Cpl . F . Cutting, promoted Corporal,
3/2/29 .
545612 L ./Cpl . C . Wass, appointed Paid LanceCorporal, 3/2/29.
1668167 L ./Cpl . R . Beament, promoted Corporal,
12/2/29.
8957 L ./Cpl . A . Smith, appointed Paid LanceCorporal, 12/2/29.
534 282 L ./Cpl . A . Handley, appointed Unpaid
Lance-Corporal, 20/2/29.
546648 L ./Cpl . W . H . Druce, appointed Paid
Lance-Corporal 26/4/29.
The undermentioned Troopers were appointed
Unpaid Lance-Corporals, with effect from
22 /4/29 :
534 2 58 Tpr . T . Whittingham.
543755 Tpr . W . A . Reason.
546457 Tpr . J . Pringle.
546659 Tpr . G . Higgins.
546722 Tpr . A . Murkin.
546839 Tpr . T . Wells.
547745 Tpr . J . Sotherton.
RE-ENGAGEMENTS AND EXTENSIONS
OF SERVICE.
The undermentioned Warrant Officer, on 5/3/29,
re-engaged to complete 21 years Army service :—
536024 F .Q .M .S . S . C . Stratton.
The undermentioned men, on the dates stated,
extended their service to complete 12 years with
the Colours :
529615 Farr . A . Owen, 22/2/29.
529630 Tpr . A . Hindley, 16/4/29.
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EMBARKATIONS.
The undermentioned N .C .Os . and men embarked
for the United Kingdom, on dates as stated :—
2648915 Tpr . J . Mayger, on 30/4/29, for discharge by purchase.
2648916 Tpr . H . Mayger, on 30/4/29, for discharge by purchase.
..5340ASFergt Bodill, on 2/5/29, for posting to Home Establishment on compassionate grounds.
548117 Tpr . W . Noirmot, 2/5/29, for discharge
under age.
547057 Tpr . A . Brumfitt, 2/5/29, for transfer
to Army Reserve.
546957 Tpr . R . Gleave, 2/5/29, invalided.
546936 L ./Cpl . J . Pickavance, 2/5/29, invalided.
547893 Tpr . E . E . B . Lee, 2/5/29, invalided.
545974 Tpr, A . Smith, 2/5/29, invalided.
BIRTHS.
DAVIES.—On March 4th, 1929, at Southend, to
the wife of No . 1671450 Tpr . T . Davies, a son
(Reginald Thomas).
HALE .—On March 12th, 1927, at Lewisham, to
the wife of No . 543905 L ./Cpl . F . Hale, a son
(Frederick William James).
SIMPSON,—On March 10th, 1929, at Boston, Lincs .,
to the wife of No . 534298 L ./Sergt . F . Simpson, a son (Frederick).

543815 L ./Sergt . J . Garcia.
529201 L ./Cpl . C . Nei.
543028 Cpl . T . Davis.
2648915 Tpr . J . Mayger.
The undermentioned N .C .O . passed in "Mathematics B " for the Special Certificate of Education,
at an examination held at Abbassia, on 20 /3/ 2 9 :
531517 S .Q .M .S . A . Standing.
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MARRIAGE.
SHIRLEY-JONES.—On 25/8/28, at Brompton, No.
546461 Tpr . H . Shirley, to Miss Florence
Louisa Jones.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
The undermentioned man attended a Course of
Instruction at the Royal Military College of
Science, Woolwich, from 1 3 /4 /28 to 2/2/29, and
qualified as Saddle Tree Maker, Class II . :
542890 Tpr . L . Dunk.
The undermentioned N .C .O . qualified at local
Anti-Gas Course, held at Abbassia, from 15/4/29
to 2 7/4/ 29
538363 Sergt . J . R . Prince, M .M.
CERTIFICATES OF EDUCATION.
The undermentioned N .C .Os . and man were
awarded First Class Certificates of Education at
an examination held at Abbassia in March, 1929 .
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